INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: [Redacted]
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: [Redacted]

Prepared by: [Redacted]

NARRATIVE:

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT

STU

DISPOSITION: WAS TOLD TO GO BACK INTO CLASS BY MISS MILLIGAN AFTER EXITING BECAUSE OF FIRE ALARM. REMAINED IN SCI-2 WITH CLASS MATES UNTIL EVALUATED BY SWAT. VIA THE ABREVIATR. WHILE IN CLASS SHE SAW 2 SUSPECTS IN SCIENCE HALL SHOOTING GUNS AT DOOR OF SCIENCE ROOM. SHE DID NOT SEE FACES WEAPONS, OR DIRECTION OF TRAVEL. DID NOT KNOW IF SUSPECTS WERE MALE OR FEMALE. ONE WAS BLOND. REPORT.

Lead Completed: [Redacted] SEE#4553

White - Original 073049 Yellow - Rapid Start JC-001-024500

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: JODY LYNN CLOUSE, 979-8754, STUDENT 5TH HR BIO 1

Information Received Date: 06/10/1999  Time: 12:00 PM

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Date:  Event Time  References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW JODY LYNN CLOUSE. 7492 W. ELMHERST. 80128.

Disposition: JODY CLOUSE STATED SHE STAYED IN MR. PETERSEN'S CLASSROOM
UNTIL RESCUED BY SWAT. SHE DID NOT SEE OR HEAR THE SUSPECTS.
SEE DN#4553 FOR REPORT.

Assigned To: OBREMA, DIANE

Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:29 PM

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔  Date: 07/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: [Redacted] 10/13/20
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: [Redacted]

Prepared by: [Redacted] 10/13/20

Date: 10/13/06 Time: 0:00

NARRATIVE:

[Redacted]

__ continued

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

__ NOT __ STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: [Redacted] Date: 10/13/06

LEAD:

6:59:00

[Redacted]

DISPOSITION:

Judy Clouse stated she stayed in Mr. Peterson's classroom until rescued by SWAT. She did not see or hear the suspects. Summary report for Peterson's class to follow.

LEAD CLOSED.

Lead Completed: 5L SER# 4553 FOR REPORT

JC-001-024502

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606  Information Received Date: 06/10/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: LEXIS N. COFFEY-BERG, 948-2110, STUDENT 5TH HR BIO

Event Date:  Event Time:  References:
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4557

Lead: INTERVIEW LEXIS N. COFFEY-BERG. DOB 12-17-82. 8801 W. BELLVIEW AVE. 80123

Assigned To: OBBEMA, DIANE  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:28 PM

Disposition: LEXIS COFFEY-BERG REMAINED IN MR. PETERSEN'S CLASS DURING THE INCIDENT. SHE DIDN'T SEE ANY SUSPECTS OR WEAPONS. SHE SAW MR. SANDER'S BLEEDING IN MR. JOHNSON'S ROOM. SEE #4553 FOR REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 07/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE:
Affiliation:
Phone Number:
Prepared by:

NARRATIVE:

Date: 6-18-99
Time: 7:15:00

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT  STU

Assigned to:  Date: 6-18-99

LEAD:
6-18-99  LEXUS C. COFFY-ESSEX
LEFT MES. 7-26-99 822

12-17-82
8801 W. BELVIEW AVE
80123

DISPOSITION: LEXUS C. COFFY-ESSEX REMAINED IN MR. PETERSON'S CLASS DURING THE INCIDENT. SHE DID NOT SEE ANY SUSPECTS OR WEAPONS. SHE SAW MR. SNOOK'S BLESSING IN MR. JOHNSON'S ROOM.

SUMMARY REPORT TO FOLLOW:

LEAD COMPLETED:

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5806 Information Received Date: 06/10/1999 Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Method of Contact
- In Person - Telephone/Radio
- Observation - Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: JENNIFER ANN DICE, 973-7591, STUDENT 5TH HR BIO 1

---

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

---

Lead Control Number: DN4558

Lead: INTERVIEW JENNIFER ANN DICE

---

Assigned To: OBEMBA, DIANE Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:26 PM

Disposition: UNABLE TO CONTACT JENNIFER DICE. SEE SUMMARY REPORT ON MR. PETERSEN'S CLASS. SEE 4553 FOR REPORT.

---

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 07/30/1999

---

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM UNCLASSIFIED
Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4558

SOURCE: [Handwritten]
Affiliation: [Handwritten]
Phone Number: [Handwritten]
Prepared by: [Handwritten]

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO
Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories
INT  STU

[Handwritten]

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date _________ Time _________

Assigned to: [Handwritten]
LEAD: [Handwritten]

LEFT PASG. 6-18-99 DOB 10-28-82
7-26-99 6257 W. NOVA DR.
2-27-99 LARGO 80123

DISPOSITION: UNABLE TO CONTACT JENNIFER DICE.
SEE SUMMARY REPORT ON MR. PETERSEN'S CLASS.
LEAD CLOSED.

--- continued

Lead Completed: [Handwritten]
White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

SEE #4553 FOR REPORT
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5506
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: SHANNON RAE EBERLY, STUDENT 5TH HR BIO 1

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW SHANNON RAE EBERLY

Assigned To: OBEMBA, DIANE Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:27 PM

Disposition: SHANNON EBERLY HEARD LOUD NOISES, FIRE ALARM WENT OFF, STAYED IN BACK OF CLASSROOM SCI 2, NEVER SAW SUSPECTS OR WEAPONS. RESCUED BY SWAT. SEE 4553 FOR REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Yes Date: 07/30/1999
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4559

SOURCE: Jp Jaff
Affiliation: 20
Phone Number: 201 624

Prepared by: Jp Jaff

Date: 2/15/76
Time: 2:00

NARRATIVE:

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT

STU


[Signature]

Lead Completed: 42 SEE #4553 FOR REPORT

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead

Note: continuation of narrative and lead information is present on the document but not fully visible in the image.
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD
Event Narrative: NICOLE M LOPEZ, 933-5830

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4560
Lead: INTERVIEW NICOLE M. LOPEZ

Assigned To: OBBEMA, DIANE Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:26 PM
Disposition: NICOLE LOPEZ WAS IN MR. PETERSEN'S CLASS. SHE SAW MR. SANDERS BLEEDING & TAKEN INTO MR. JOHNSON'S ROOM. LOPEZ REMAINED IN MR. JOHNSON'S ROOM UNTIL RESCUED BY SWAT. SHE DID NOT SEE OR HEAR SUSPECTS. SEE 4553 FOR REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 07/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4560

SOURCE: [Redacted]
Affiliation: 000
Phone Number: 211 00-00

Prepared by: [Redacted]

NARRATIVE:

Narrative reviewed by: [Redacted]
Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

- TNT
- STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: 6-17-99

Assigned to: [Redacted]

LEAD:

Nicole in Law 733-5930
6-18-99 left msg.
206 2-22-83
4901 S. Anacortes St #15
80123

DISPOSITION: Nicole Lopez was in Mr. Peterson's class. She saw Mr. Sanders
assisting and taken into Mr. Johnson's room. Lopez remained in
Mr. Johnson's room until rescued by SWAT. She did not see or hear
suspects.

Summary Report on Peterson's Class

Lead Closed.

JC-001-024510

Lead Completed: [Redacted]
White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY   Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5506   Information Received Date: 08/10/1999   Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: CANDICE RAE NELSON, 794-8102, STUDENT 5TH HR BIO I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE   Lead Required? YES

---

Lead Control Number: DN4561

Lead: INTERVIEW CANDICE RAE NELSON

Assigned To: OBLEMA, DIANE   Date: 06/17/1999   Time: 2:26 PM

Disposition: TALKED TO CANDICE NELSON'S FATHER. HE STATED CANDICE WAS NOT IN SCHOOL ON 4-20-99 BECAUSE SHE WAS ILL. SEE 4553 FOR REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL   Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 07/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM   UNCLASSIFIED    Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 5/5/01

SOURCE: 221 N. CH 1833

Affiliation: 2

Phone Number: 221-3605

Prepared by: 2/18/86

Date: 6/14/92

Method of Contact:

___ In Person ___ Telephone

___ Observation ___ Written

Time: ____

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT  
STD

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date ______ Time ______

Assigned to:  

LEAD: Detecting

Harrie J. Nelson

794-1802 - Work No. ?

3-22-83

6521 W. Calhoun Pl

80123

DISPOSITION: TALKED TO HARRIE NELSON'S FATHER. HE STATED
HARRIE WAS NOT IN SCHOOL ON 4-20-99 BECAUSE SHE WAS ILL.
SUMMARY REPORT ON KETTLETON'S CLASS TO FOLLOW.

LEAD CLOSED.

JC-001-024512

Lead Completed: 82

White - Original

Lead 4553

FOR REPORT

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
**UNCLASSIFIED**

**INFORMATION CONTROL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case ID:</th>
<th>174A-DN-57419</th>
<th>Control Number: DN4562</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority:</td>
<td>PRIORITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification:</td>
<td>UNCLASSIFIED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source:</td>
<td>WEBB, RICHARD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation:</td>
<td>JCSO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number:</td>
<td>(303) 271-5606</td>
<td>Information Received Date: 06/10/1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepared by:</td>
<td>WEBB, RICHARD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Narrative:</td>
<td>VINCENT EUGENE PHENIS, 425-6533, STUDENT 5TH HR BIO I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date:</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

---

Lead Control Number: DN4562

Lead: INTERVIEW VINCENT EUGENE PHENIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assigned To:</th>
<th>Date: 06/17/1999</th>
<th>Time: 2:25 PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OBBEMA, DIANE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disposition: VINCENT PHENIS WAS SICK THAT DAY & NOT IN SCHOOL. SEE 4553 FOR REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? Yes  Date: 07/30/1999

---

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4562

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

SOURCE: 
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 271-7626

Prepared by: 
Date: 6-10-72 Time: 200

NARRATIVE:

Narrative reviewed by: LACAND
Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

TAT

STU


□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date ________ Time ________

Assigned to: 
Date: 6-10-72

LEAD: 

131217ER

425-6553 DOB 2-27-81

6400 COMING AVE

LITZON 08 80123

DISPOSITION: WAS SICK THAT DAY & NOT IN SCHOOL

NO REPORT.

——— continued

——— continued

Lead Completed: 073099

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606  Information Received Date: 09/10/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: SCOTT RUSSELL PHIPPS, 978-9034, STUDENT 5TH HR BIO I

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References:
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS
Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW SCOTT RUSSELL PHIPPS
Lead Control Number: DN4563

Assigned To: OBBEMA, DIANE  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:25 PM
Disposition: SCOTT PHIPPS STAYED IN SCI 2 UNTIL RESCUED BY SWAT. DID NOT SEE SUSPECTS, WEAPONS OR ANYONE INJURED. HEARD GUNSHOTS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 07/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: J04611
Affiliation: J0461
Phone Number: 771-16916

Prepared by: 7/11/1983
Date: 6-14-79, Time: 12:00

NARRATIVE: 7/11/83, 21.9.12 AM (P. R. S.)

Narrative reviewed by: LUTAUD
Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

- SAT
- STU

- Time Value
- (Circle text to be entered)
- Date ________
- Time ________

Assigned to: 7/11/1983
Date: 6-17-79

LEAD: 7/11/83, 21.9.12 AM (P. R. S.)

- 928-9034
- 6-15-83
- 7/4/30 U. DAVID DC

DISPOSITION: STAYED IN SCI-2 UNTIL REQUIRED BY SWAT. DID NOT SEE SUSPECTS, WEAPONS OR ANYONE INJURED. HEARD GUNSHOTS.

Lead Completed: 07/30/83
White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start

Lead Completed: 07/30/83
For Report
Pink - Lead

CONTROL NUMBER: 4563
Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

JC-001-024516
Event Narrative: HANNAH LACY SHEELY, 738-0333, STUDENT 5TH HR BIO

Event Date:

Event Time

References

Categories: INTERVIEW

STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE

Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW HANNAH LACY SHEELY

Assigned To: OBREMA, DIANE

Date: 06/17/1999

Time: 2:24 PM

Disposition: HANNAH SHEELY STAYED IN SCI 2 UNTIL RESCUED BY SWAT. DID NOT SEE SUSPECTS, WEAPONS OR ANYONE GET INJURED. SHE SAW SMOKE IN THE SCIENCE HALLWAY & HEARD GUNSHOTS. SEE 4553 FOR REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL

Lead Completed? DATE: 07/30/1999

JC-001-024517

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 7564

SOURCE: 
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 321-2100

Prepared by: 321-2100
Date: 6-20-79
Time: 1200

NARRATIVE:

Narrative reviewed by LUCIANO

Categories

[ ] INJ
[ ] STU

[ ] Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: 6-20-79

Assigned to: 073049

LEAD: 738-0333

738-0333

11a AM IN M迪 2 WEEK

LEFT M66 TO G64 W/DAO

DAO SAID SHE SAWSUSPECTS

SHE SAWSMOKE IN THE SCIENCE HALLWAY & HEARD GUNSHOTS

DISPOSITION: STANCO IN 501-2 UNTIL RESCUED BY SWAT.

DID NOT SEE SUSPECTS, WEAPONS, OR ANYONE GET INJURED.

SHE SAWSMOKE IN THE SCIENCE HALLWAY & HEARD GUNSHOTS

NO REPORT.

See 4553

Lead Completed: 073049

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead

JG-001-024518

continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606 Information Received Date: 09/10/1999 Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: DAVID JOSEPH SMITH, 932-2404 STUDENT 5TH HR BIO

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW DAVID JOSEPH SMITH

Assigned To: OBBEMA, DIANE Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:19 PM

Disposition: UNABLE TO CONTACT DAVID SMITH. SEE SUMMARY REPORT ON PETERSEN'S CLASS. SEE 4553 FOR REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? [ ] Date: 07/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER*: 45105

Method of Contact*

___ In Person    ___ Telephone

___ Observation   ___ Written

Date*: 6-10-99     Time*: 1210

SOURCE*:     
Affiliation:     
Phone Number:  

Prepared by*:     

NARRATIVE*:  

__ continued

Lead Set? (Y/N):  YES

__ continued

Categories

INT    STU

__ continued

Assign to:  
Date: 6-12-99

LEAD:  

LEAD:  

LOST MSG. 6-18-99  932-2404
7-26-99  9-13-83
NO ANSW. 7-27-99
7570 W. BOLAND AVE  80123

__ continued

DISPOSITION:  UNABLE TO CONTACT DAVID SMITH
SEE SUMMARY REPORT ON POTTERSON'S CLASS
LEAD CLASS.

SEE 4553

JC-001-024520

Lead Completed:  D103099
White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606  Information Received Date: 06/10/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: JEFFREY THOMAS WILLIAMSON, 795-5377, STUDENT 5TH HR BIO I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4566

Lead: INTERVIEW JEFFREY THOMAS WILLIAMSON

Assigned To: OBBEMA, DIANE  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:19 PM

Disposition: JEFFREY WILLIAMSON REMAINED IN MR. PETERSEN'S CLASS ROOM DURING INCIDENT. HE DID NOT SEE THE SUSPECTS OR WEAPONS, OR ANYONE GET INJURED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 07/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4576

SOURCE: 199
Affiliation: 1750
Phone Number: 211-5006

Prepared by: 199
Prep by: 199

Date: 6-20-70
Time: 1400

NARRATIVE:

Student 6'0" blue 201 (1 person)

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIAND

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

6 1

Time Value

(Circle text to be entered)
Date Time

Assigned to: OTTF

LEAD: MS. THOMAS WILLIAMSON

Lost msg. 6-18-79
7-26-79

795-5377

6-23-83
5664 W. 104 DR

80123

DISPOSITION: JOSSELYN WILLIAMSON remained in Mr. Peterson's classroom during incident. He did not see the suspects, or weapons, or anyone get wounded.

Summary report to follow.

Lead Completed: 07-30-99
Yellow - Rapid Start

See #4553 FOR REPORT

JC-001-024522

White - Original

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606  Information Received Date: 06/10/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: JASON RICHARD WOOD, 904-3758, STUDENT 5TH HR BIO I

Event Date:  Event Time:  References:
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required?  YES

Lead Control Number: DN4567

Lead: INTERVIEW JASON RICHARD WOOD

Assigned To: OBEMA, DIANE  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:18 PM
Disposition: UNABLE TO CONTACT JASON WOOD. SEE SUMMARY REPORT ON MR. PETERSEN'S CLASS. SEE 4553 FOR REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 07/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1

JC-001-024523
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE:  S21-11-1088
Affiliation:  7450
Phone Number:  317-3406

Prepared by:  GJ 10988
Date:  6-6-99
Time:  1200

NARRATIVE:
Consult S." New 8.02. (7/2/99)

--- continued

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

--- continued

Categories

INT
STU

--- continued

LEAD:  D. B. BURROWS

DISPOSITION:  UNABLE TO CONTACT JASON WOOD.
SEE SUMMARY REPORT ON MR. PETERSEN'S CLASS.

--- continued

Lead Completed:  073099
White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

JC-001-024524
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5806  Information Received Date: 06/10/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Method of Contact
○ In Person  ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation  ○ Written

IC/J/EFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: SARA NICOLE ARBOGAST, 979-6164

Event Date:  Event Time: References
Categories: INTERVIEW
STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW SARA NICOLE ARBOGAST

Lead Control Number: DN4588

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/16/1999  Time: 9:29 AM

Disposition: SARA ARBOGAST NOT INTERVIEWED 6/23-99. REPORT WRITTEN, PHONE DISCONNECTED, NUMBER IS UNLISTED, UN-PUBLISHED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM

UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4568

SOURCE: [Handwritten]
Affiliation: [Handwritten]
Phone Number: [Handwritten]

Prepared by: [Handwritten]

NARRATIVE: [Handwritten]

Date: [Handwritten] Time: [Handwritten]

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Assigned to: [Handwritten] Date: [Handwritten]

LEAD: [Handwritten]

Categories:

Time Value: [Handwritten] (Circle text to be entered) Date: [Handwritten] Time: [Handwritten]

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED, 1-23-99, REPORT WRITTEN, PHONE DISCONNECTED. NUMBER IS UNLISTED, UNPUBLISHED

Lead Completed: 6-06-2000

White - Original Yallow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

continued
continued
continued
continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606  Information Received Date: 06/10/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: MELANIE EVE BAUER, 632-6503, 5TH HR CHEMISTRY STUDENT

---

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References: SCIENCE  STUDENT - CHS

---

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

---

Lead Control Number: DN4569

Lead: INTERVIEW MELANIE EVE BAUER

---

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/16/1999  Time: 9:37 AM

Disposition: MELANIE EVE BAUER INTERVIEWED 6-14-99. IN MR. CRAM'S 5TH HR CHEM CLASS. GOT TRAPPED IN ROOM WITH 15 OTHER PEOPLE, STAYED WITH TEACHER MR. MANUELO UNTIL RESCUED BY SWAT. WHILE HIDING HEARD A T.V. TURN ON AND A LIGHT WENT OFF.

---

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/22/1999

---

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: 21 11/1/09
Affiliation: 21 11/1/09
Phone Number: 21 11/1/09

Prepared by: 21 11/1/09

NARRATIVE: "ID HAVE STUDENT CHESMAV (ERAM)"

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

[Blank]

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: 21 11/1/09

LEAD: 21 11/1/09

061450 MESSAGES LEFT: MELANIE EVE BAER 932-6503

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED 6/14/99 IN MCRANS 5TH HR. CHEM. CLASS
GOT TRAPPED IN ROOM WITH (5) OTHER PEOPLE. STAYED WITH
TEACHER MR. MANUICU UNTIL RESCUED BY SWAT.
While hiding heard A.T.V. TURN ON AND A LIGHT
TURF OFF.

Lead Completed: 4/06/79

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606  Information Received Date: 06/10/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

I&I/IEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: KELLY ANN CASPERSON, 979-4827, 5TH HR CHEMISTRY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date:</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4570
Lead: INTERVIEW KELLY ANN CASPERSON

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/16/1999  Time: 9:37 AM

Disposition: KELLY ANN CASPERSON INTERVIEWED 6-14-99, REPORT WRITTEN. IN MR. CRAM'S 5TH HR CHEMISTRY CLASS. RAN OUT THROUGH TECH LAB INTO HALL, DOWN HALL PAST WEIGHT ROOM INTO SMOKER'S PIT. CLIMBED FENCE, RAN THROUGH CLEMENT PARK THEN RAN HOME.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/22/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4870

SOURCE: 12/13/98
Affiliation: 2020
Phone Number: 260-6000

Prepared by: 1/7/99
Date: 6/18/99 Time: 0200

NARRATIVE:

[Redacted]

Narrative reviewed by: ESL
Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

[Blank]

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: GILKINS
Date: 6/18/99

LEAD: KELLY ANN CASPERSON 979-9827

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED 6/14/99, REPORT WRITTEN
IN MR. CRAM'S 5TH HR. CHEMISTRY CLASS PASS OUT THROUGH TECH LAB, INTO HALL, DOWN HALL PAST WEIGHT ROOM INTO SMOKERS PIT, CLEARED FENSE, PASSED THROUGH CLEMENT PARK THEN
WENT HOME.

Lead Completed: 8/6/799

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024530
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606 Information Received Date: 06/10/1999 Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Information Received Date: 06/10/1999 Time: 5:00 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: TIFFANY JO CHAMANZAD, 948-2541, STUDENT 5TH HR CHEM

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW SCIENCE STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4571

Lead: INTERVIEW TIFFANY JO CHAMANZAD

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH Date: 06/16/1999 Time: 9:36 AM

Disposition: TIFFANY CHAMANZAD NOT INTERVIEWED. 6-15-99 NUMBER DISCONNECTED, UNLISTED, NON-PUBLISHED. REPORT WRITTEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1

JC-001-024531
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4571

SOURCE: #
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 

Prepared by: 

NARRATIVE: 

Date: 6/26/99 Time: 1:20

Categories

1st: 
3rd: 

Narrative reviewed by: 

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Lead: 


DISPOSITION: NOT INTERVIEWED 6-15-99 NUMBER DISCONNECTED UNLISTED, NON-PUBLISHED, REPORT WRITTEN

Lead Completed: 6-27-99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024532
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606 Information Received Date: 06/10/1999 Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Components/Agency)

Event Narrative: ROBERT BRETT DIERKEN, 933-4199, STUDENT 5TH HR CHEM

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW SCIENCE STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW ROBERT BRETT DIERKEN

Lead Control Number: DN4572

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH Date: 06/16/1999 Time: 9:36 AM

Disposition: ROBERT DIERKEN NOT INTERVIEWED. FAMILY OUT OF STATE ON VACATION, WILL BE GONE ALL SUMMER. I DON'T BELIEVE HE WILL GIVE US ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. OTHER STUDENTS STATED HE RAN OUT AT THE SAME TIME THEY DID. REPORT WRITTEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Yes Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: C:\03543
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 506-666

Prepared by: 

Date: 6/25/96

NARRATIVE: [Handwritten narrative]

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

☐ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: (Handwritten assignee)

LEAD: [Handwritten lead details]

MESSAGE LEFT 6/14/99, 6/14/99, 6/18/99

DISPOSITION: NOT INTERVIEWED FAMILY OUT OF STATE ON VACATION
WILL BE GONE ALL SUMMER. I DON'T BELIEVE HE WILL GIVE US ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. OTHER STUDENTS SAID HE RAN OUT AT THE SAME TIME THEY DID. REPORT VIOLATED.

Lead Completed: 6/25/99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Information Received Date: 06/10/1999 Time: 5:00 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: SARAH E. FISICARO, 933-0218, STUDENT 5TH HR CHEM

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW SCIENCE STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4573

Lead: INTERVIEW SARAH E. FISICARO. 7785 W. WALKER DR. LTN, CO 80123 D.O.B. 02-17-82.

Assigned To: LUCIANO, STEVE Date: 06/16/1999 Time: 9:35 AM

Disposition: SARAH FISICARO WAS OUT OF TOWN IN OKLAHOMA UNTIL AFTER 6-21-99. PHONE INTERVIEW ON 7-23-99. SARAH WAS IN CHEMISTRY CLASS. FIRST HEARD ALOUD EXPLOSION. HID IN STORAGE CLOSET-HEARD FIRE ALARM GO OFF THEN RAN OUT THROUGH THE DOOR NEXT TO THE POST GRAD. CENTER AND TO CLEMENT PARK. DIDN'T SEE SHOOTERS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? √ Date: 07/27/1999

JC-001-024535

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE*: 
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 

Prepared by*: 
Date*: __.__._.99  Time*: __:__

NARRATIVE*: 

continued

Narrative reviewed by: 
Lead Set? (Y/N): 

Categories

__ INT __
__ SC __
__ SP __

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered)  Date ________ Time ________

Assigned to: J. LICTANO  Date: 6/14/99

LEAD: FISIARDO  723-6319

MESSAGE LEFT ON 6/14/99  IVAN E FISIARDO

IN OKLAHOMA UNTIL 6-21-99 AT LEAST 7785 W. WALKER DR
LITTLETON CO 80123
D.O.B. 02/17/82

DISPOSITION: NOT INTERVIEWED. OUT OF TOWN IN OKLAHOMA UNTIL AT LEAST 06/21/99. LET 6:00P.

PHONE INTERVIEW ON 6/14/99. SARAH WAS IN CHEMISTRY CLASS. FIRST HEARD ALARM BUZZER, HID IN STORAGE CLOSET - HEARD FIRE ALARM GO OFF, THEN RAN OUT THROUGH THE DOOR NEXT TO THE POST GRAD CENTER AND TO CLEMENT PARK. DIDN'T SEE SHOOTERS.

Lead Completed: 62
White - Original 072399  Yellow - Rapid Start  JC-001-024536  Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606

Information Received Date: 06/10/1999 Time: 5:00 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: NICHOLAS ANDREW GOODRICH, 979-8240 STUDENT 5TH HR CHEM

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW SCIENCE STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW NICHOLAS ANDREW GOODRICH

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH Date: 06/16/1999 Time: 9:35 AM
Disposition: NICHOLAS GOODRICH INTERVIEWED, REPORT WRITTEN. HE WAS IN MR.
CRAM'S CLASS. HE SAID THAT HE WAS ONE OF THE FIRST STUDENTS OUT
OF THE SCHOOL. HE RAN TO CLEMENT PARK, FELT ONE OF THE LARGE
EXPLOSIONS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/30/1999

Lead Control Number: DN4574

Control Number: DN4574

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: [Handwritten]
Affiliation: [Handwritten]
Phone Number: [Handwritten]
Prepared by: [Handwritten]

CONTROL NUMBER: 4574

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 6/10/99
Time: 1200

NARRATIVE:
(Contents not legible)

Narrative reviewed by: [Handwritten]
Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories
- [Handwritten]

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)
Date: [Handwritten]
Time: [Handwritten]

Assigned to: [Handwritten]
Date: 6/10/99

LEAD:
[Handwritten]

DISPOSITION:
[Handwritten]

Lead Completed: 8-06-99
White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606  Information Received Date: 06/10/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: NATHAN B. LOPATIN STUDENT 5TH HR CHEM

Event Date:  Event Time:  References:
Categories: INFORMATION  SCIENCE  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW NATHAN B. LOPATIN, 979-6609

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/16/1999  Time: 9:34 AM
Disposition: NATHAN LOPATIN INTERVIEWED 6-14-99. REPORT WRITTEN. IN MR. CRAM'S 5TH HR CLASS. RAN OUT WITH HIS SISTER, WHO WAS IN MR. MANUELO'S CLASS NEXT DOOR. RAN OUT TO CLEMENT PARK. GOT IN HIS CAR & DROVE TO GUNThER TOODY'S WITH HIS SISTER AND 2 FRIENDS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/22/1999

Lead Control Number: DN4575

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 46575

SOURCE:

Affiliation:

Phone Number: 212-267-6000

Prepared by: 6/1/99

Date: 6/1/99  Time: 00

NARRATIVE:

[Handwritten Narrative]

Categories

INT  SKE

[Time value: (Circle text to be entered) Date: 6/1/99  Time: 00

 Assigned to: NDI

LEAD: NDI

Lead reviewed by: Esther  Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

[Handwritten Narrative continued]

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED 6/14/99, REPORT WRITTEN, IN MR. CRAND'S
5th HR. CLASS. RAN OUT WITH HIS SISTER, WHO WAS IN MR.
MANOLO'S CLASS NEXT DOOR. RAN OUT TO
CLEMENT PARK. GOT IN HIS CAR AND GREW TO GUNTHAN
HIDES WITH HIS SISTER AND (2) FRIENDS.

Lead Completed: 6/20/99

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead

JC-001-024540
UNCLASSIFIED

Information Control

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606  Information Received Date: 05/10/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD
I/I/EFCO SO
(Component/Agency)
Event Narrative: ZACHARY ANTOINE PIERCY, 979-7893, STUDENT5TH HR CHEM

Event Date:  Event Time:  References:
Categories: INTERVIEW    SCIENCE    STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4576

Lead: INTERVIEW ZACHARY ANTOINE PIERCY

Assigned To: WIZECK, DALE  Date: 08/16/1999  Time: 9:33 AM
Disposition: ZACHARY PIERCY WAS IN CHEMISTRY CLASS. HID IN OFFICE AFTER HEARING SHOTS, THEN LEFT SCHOOL VIA DOORS NEAR WOOD SHOP. SAW NOTHING, KNEW KLEBOLD FROM CLASS ONLY.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 08/23/1999

JC-001-024541

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE:
Affiliation:
Phone Number:

Prepared by:
Date:
Time:

NARRATIVE:

Narrative reviewed by:

Categories
1b:
5c:
3m:

Assign to:
W. Witzke

LEAD:

LEFT MESSAGE 6/14/99

ZACHARY ANTOINE PERCY
979-7893

LEFT MESSAGE 6/23/99

DISPOSITION:
In Cabin Class - HD in Office after Hearing
Shots, then left school via doors near wood shop
Saw nothing, knew Kiebba from class only

Lead Completed:

Lead Completed:

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: JALENE SAUTER, STUDENT 5TH HR CHEM

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: INTERVIEW, SCIENCE, STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE
Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW JALENE SAUTER, 979-1603

Assigned To: WYGANT, STEVE
Date: 06/16/1999
Time: 9:33 AM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED RONALD SAUTER, FATHER OF JALENE SAUTER, ON 8-30-99. EIGHT ATTEMPTS TO CONTACT JALENE ENDED WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS. RONALD TOLD ME THAT HIS DAUGHTER WAS AT SCHOOL IN MR. CRAM'S CLASS. SHE EXITED SCHOOL EARLY & ESCaped W/O HARM. HE PICKED HIS DAUGHTER UP AT 1145 HOURS FROM A FRIEND'S HOUSE LOCATED DIRECTLY ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE SCHOOL.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? ✔
Date: 06/30/1999

UNCLASSIFIED

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 6577

SOURCE: __________
Affiliation: __________
Phone Number: __________

Prepared by: __________ Date: __________ Time: __________

NARRATIVE: __________ 

Lead Set? (Y/N): __________

Narrative reviewed by: __________

Categories

☐ Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: __________

LEAD:

LEFT MESSAGE ON FATHER 6/14/99 6/15/99 JALENE SANTER

LEFT MESSAGE ON MACHINE 6/16/99 979-1630

LEFT MESSAGE ON FATHER 6/17/99

CALLED 6/23/99 LEFT MESSAGE 820 MESS 823 MESS 825 8-30 MESS

DISPOSITION:

INTERVIEWED KOLEN SANTER ON 08-30-99, EIGHT ATTEMPTS TO CONTACT JALENE FAILED WITH NEGATIVE RESPONSE. KOLEN TOLD ME THAT HIS DAUGHTER WAS AT SCHOOL IN 11th GRADES CLASS.

SHE ENDED SCHOOL EARLY AND ESCAPED WITH HERB. THE HE GAVE HIS DAUGHTER UP AT 1145 HOURS FROM A FRIENDS HOUSE DIRECTLY ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE SCHOOL.

Lead Completed: 6-20-99

 JC-001-024544

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
**UNCLASSIFIED**

**INFORMATION CONTROL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case ID:</th>
<th>174A-DN-57419</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority:</td>
<td>PRIORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification:</td>
<td>UNCLASSIFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source:</td>
<td>WEBB, RICHARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation:</td>
<td>JCSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number:</td>
<td>(303) 271-5606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepared by:</td>
<td>WEBB, RICHARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information Received Date:</strong></td>
<td><strong>06/10/1999</strong> <strong>Time:</strong> <strong>5:00 PM</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Event Narrative:** RYAN JOHN SELCHERT, 979-8690, STUDENT 5TH HR CHEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date:</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Categories:</td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Event Reviewed by:** KE  
**Lead Required?** YES

---

**Lead Control Number:** DN4578

**Lead:** INTERVIEW RYAN JOHN SELCHERT, LEFT MESSAGE W/DAD 6-14-99

---

**Assigned To:** GALLEGOS, RALPH  
**Date:** 06/16/1999  
**Time:** 9:32 AM

**Disposition:** RYAN JOHN SELCHERT INTERVIEWED ON 6-15-99. REPORT WRITTEN. SELCHERT SAID THAT HE WAS IN MR. CRAM'S 5TH HR CLASS & WAS TRAPPED AND HAD TO HIDE ALONG WITH MR. MANUELO AND 13 STUDENTS IN A CLASSROOM UNTIL RESCUED BY SWAT. SELCHERT SAID THAT ON 4-19-99 HE SAW HARRIS SITTING OUTSIDE THE MAIN HALLWAY DOORS WEST END AND ASKED HIM WHAT HE WAS DOING. HARRIS SAID, "PLANNING FOR TOMORROW."

**Lead Reviewed by:** SL  
**Lead Completed?** ✓  
**Date:** 06/22/1999

---

**Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM**

UNCLASSIFIED  
Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE:  
Affiliation:  
Phone Number:  

Prepared by:  

NARRATIVE:  

Date:  
Time:  

Method of Contact:  

CONTROL NUMBER: 4578

Lead Set? (Y/N):  

Categories

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to:  

LEAD:  

DISPOSITION: 

Lead Completed:  

White - Original  
Yellow - Rapid Start  
Pink - Lead  

INTERVIEWED ON 06/17/99 REPORT WRITTEN. SELCHAB SAW THAT HE WAS IN MR. CRAM'S 5TH HD. CLASS AND WAS OPTED TO GO TO DAD 6/14/99. SAW HARRIS SITTING OUTSIDE THE MAIN HIGHWAY庫

JC-001-024546
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606 Information Received Date: 06/10/1999 Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: ANNE JEANE SORENSON, 933-9470, STUDENT 5TH HR CHEM

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW SCIENCE STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4579
Lead: INTERVIEW ANNE JEANE SORENSON

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH Date: 06/16/1999 Time: 9:31 AM
Disposition: ANNE JEANE SORENSON INTERVIEWED ON 6-15-99. HID IN CLASSROOM, THEN RAN OUT OF SCHOOL JUST AFTER SHOOTING STARTED. NEVER SAW GUNMEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/21/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM UNCLASSIFIED JC-001-024547
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER*: 4679

SOURCE*: [Redacted]
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: [Redacted]

Prepared by*: [Redacted]
Date*: 6/10/99

Narrative*: [Redacted]

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

[Redacted]

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: [Redacted]

Assigned to: [Redacted]
Date: [Redacted]

LEAD: [Redacted]

CALL 120 has TUES 6/15/99 for interview

733-9420

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED ON 6/15/99, REPORT WRITTEN.
Had in Classroom then ran out of school just after shooting started, never saw gun.

Lead Completed 06/17/99
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICHARD
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606  Information Received Date: 06/10/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: CORRIE LEE WHITFIELD, 933-1582, STUDENT 5TH HR CHEM

Event Date:  Event Time  References
Categories: INTERVIEW  SCIENCE  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW CORRIE LEE WHITFIELD

Assigned To: LUCIANO, STEVE  Date: 08/16/1999  Time: 9:30 AM

Disposition: PHONE INTERVIEW ON 8-24-99. WHITFIELD WAS IN MR. CRAM'S CHEMISTRY CLASS. HEARD SCREAMING & STUDENTS RUNNING IN THE HALLWAY. MR. CRAM LOOKED INTO THE HALL, THEN DIRECTED HIS CLASS TO THE TECH LAB & OUT THE BUILDING. WHITFIELD HEARD 4 EXPLOSIONS. DIDN'T SEE SHOOTERS. DIDN'T KNOW KLEBOLD OR HARRIS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 08/25/1999

UNCLASSIFIED

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: J111-123
Affiliation: T30
Phone Number: 555-1234

Prepared by: J111-123

Date: 4/21/97
Time: 1200

CONTROL NUMBER: 4580
Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

NARRATIVE:
SUBJECT: 2nd Hour Chemistry Class

Categories

Time Value:☐
(Circle text to be entered)
Date: Time:

Assigned to: LUCIANO
Date: 4/21/97

LEAD:

Corrie Lee Whitfield
938-1582
DOB 05/16/82
9865 W Powers CTR
Littleton, CO 80123

DISPOSITION:
Phone interview on 05/22/97. Whitfield was in Mr. Gray's chemistry class. Heard screaming and students running in the hallway. Mr. Gray looked into the hall, then directed his class to the tech lab and out the building. Whitfield heard four explosions - didn't see shooters didn't know lead or weapons.

Lead Completed: 5/15/97

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

JC-001-024550
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 277-0211  Information Received Date: 06/10/1999  Time: 8:42 AM
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Event Narrative: SCOTT M. RATHBUN, STUDENT IN 5TH HR CHOIR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHOIR</td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW SCOTT M. RATHBUN.

Assigned To: WIZIECK, DALE  Date: 06/18/1999  Time: 2:05 PM

Disposition: PHONE INTERVIEW WITH SCOTT RATHBUN- IN CHOIR CLASS RAN OUT THROUGH AUDITORIUM PAST FOREIGN LANGUAGE AREA & OUT OF THE BUILDING VIA SOUTH EMERGENCY DOORS. RAN TO LEAWOOD PARK THEN TO LEAWOOD SCHOOL. JUST KNEW SUSPECTS FROM CLASSES.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? Date: 06/03/1999

JC-001-024551

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4581

SOURCE: STEVE LUCIANO
Affiliation: JCSU
Phone Number: 871-0211

Prepared by: LUCIANO
Date: 04/09/99 Time: 0842

NARRATIVE: STUDENT IN 5TH HOUR CHOIR CLASS (MR. ANDRES)

Categories
INT  STU  CHR

[Space for additional notes]

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO
Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)  Date  Time

Assigned to: [Space for additional notes]
LEAD: INTERVIEW: RATHBUN, SCOTT

DISPOSITION: [Space for additional notes]
Lead Completed: 08/03/99

Lead Completed: 08/03/99

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ERZEN, LARRY
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 205-0924
Prepared by: ERZEN, LARRY

Event Narrative: SCOTT CORNWELL, 5TH HR CHOIR CLASS

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: CHOIR INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4582
Lead: INTERVIEW SCOTT CORNWELL. 5182 S. HOLLAND ST. LTN, CO 80123-979-8862.

Assigned To: WYGANT, STEVE Date: 06/18/1999 Time: 2:06 PM
Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD SEE #3647.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 07/30/1999

Control Number: DN4582
Method of Contact
- In Person
- Telephone/Radio
- Observation
- Written

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Larry Ezred
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 205-0924
Prepared by: Ezred L

NARRATIVE: FIFTH HOUR CHOIR CLASS (Mr. Andrews)

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT STU CHR

Time Value
(Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: WYGANT

LEAD: Interview
Scott Cornwall
5182 S. Holland St.
Littleton, CO 80123
979-8862

DISPOSITION: Dup Lead - See 36047

Lead Completed:

JC-001-024554

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ESTER, KEN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 205-0921
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN
Event Narrative: STEPHEN TAFT HOUCK, STUDENT 5TH HR CHOIR

Information Received Date: 06/08/1999  Time: 2:00 PM

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Date:  Event Time: References: DN3642
Categories: CHOIR  INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4583
Lead: INTERVIEW STEPHEN TAFT HOUCK, SEE 3642

Assigned To: BROOKS, DAVE  Date: 06/18/1999  Time: 2:04 PM
Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD SEE #3642. INTERVIEWED STEPHEN HOUCK VIA TELEPHONE ON 8/2/99. WAS AT SCHOOL IN CHOIR ROOM, SAW MR SANDERS AT TOP OF STAIRS, BLOODY. HEARD SHOTS BUT NEVER SAW SHOOTERS. LEFT SCHOOL, LOOKED FOR OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS. REPORTED THAT FRIEND AUTUMN HETTINGER MAY HAVE SEEN HARRIS APPROACHING SCHOOL.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 08/03/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ____________________________ Control Number: [Redacted]

Priority: □ Immediate  Classification: □ Secret
□ Priority         □ Confidential
□ Routine          □ Sensitive
       □ Unclassified

Source: Ken Estes

Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 205-0921 Information Received Date: [Redacted]

Prepared by: [Redacted]

(First Name) K
(First Last Name)

Event Narrative: Student in 5th hour class (first names)

Event Date: __________________ Event Time: __________ References: __________

Categories: [Redacted]

Event Reviewed by: [Redacted] Lead Required? [Redacted]

Lead: [Redacted]

Lead Control Number: [Redacted]

ASSIGNED TO: WYGANT Date: 6-18-94 Time: __________

Disposition: [Redacted]

Lead Reviewed by: [Redacted] Lead Completed? [Redacted] Date: __________

White - Original 0803/99  Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024556
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ERZEN, LARRY
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 205-0924  Information Received Date: 06/06/1999  Time: 2:00 PM
Prepared by: ERZEN, LARRY

Event Narrative: JACOB CRAM, 5229 S DUDLEY CT., LITTLETON, CO, 80123, 973-5107,
STUDENT 5TH HR CHOIR

Event Date:  Event Time:  References: 
Categories: CHOIR  INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW JACOB CRAM.

Lead Control Number: DN4584

JC-001-024557

Assign To: WYGANT, STEVE  Date: 06/18/1999  Time: 2:06 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEWED JACOB CRAM ON 8-11-99. CRAM WAS AT SCHOOL AND IN
MR. ANDRES CLASS WHEN INCIDENT OCCURRED. BRANDON REISBECK
CAME INTO CHOIR CLASS AND TOLD CLASS ABOUT SHOOTERS. CRAM
LOOKED OUT A DOOR AND SAW A GUN BARREL THEN HEARD SHOOTING.
COULDN'T HEAR SHOOTING. CRAM AND 60 OTHER
STUDENTS HID IN CHOIR OFFICE FOR 3-4 HRS, WERE THEN RESCUED BY
SWAT. ESCORTED TO CLEMENT PARK. CRAM SAW BODIES AS HE EXITED
BUILDING, KNEW KLEBOLD IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL YEARS. CRAM
REPORTED A DEFACING OF A PROM POSTER.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 08/12/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 454

SOURCE: LARRY EDEN
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: (303) 205 - 0924

Prepared by: EDEN

Date: 06/08/99

Narrative reviewed by: [illegible]

NARRATIVE: FIFTH HOUR CHOIR CLASS (MR. ANGELE)

In school, in choir, SWAT kicked down door, escorted out fifteen by police car for South East Dinner Island, kicked out by lieu.

Kerrie Klovan, William Deidre Kirk, saw them board left.

Family members knew Elles brother well too.

Narrative continued

LEAD: INTERVIEW JACOB CHAM

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

MW, CMM SAW "MR. HUSBAND IS THEIR FAMILY DOCTOR"

Categories

INT

SU.

CHR.

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date ________ Time ________

Assigned to: WYGANT Date: 6 - 19 - 99

LEAD: INTERVIEW JACOB CHAM

5224 S. DOOLLY CT.

LITTLETON, CO 80123

973 - 9307

JC-001-024558

Lead Completed:

White - Original 8/12/99 Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 277-0211  Information Received Date: 05/10/1999  Time: 11:19 AM
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Event Narrative: EVERETT WOLFE, STUDENT 5TH HR CHOIR CLASS.

Event Date:  Event Time: REFERENCES
Categories: CHOIR  INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW EVERETT WOLFE, DUP #3646.

Assigned To: WIZIECK, DALE  Date: 06/18/1999  Time: 2:03 PM
Disposition: NUMEROUS ATTEMPTS WERE MADE TO INTERVIEW EVERETT WOLFE WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS. LEAD CLOSED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 08/12/1999

Control Number: DN4585

Method of Contact
○ In Person  ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation  ○ Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________________________________________ Control Number: X HERS

Priority: □ Immediate □ Priority □ Routine Classification: □ Secret □ Confidential □ Sensitive □ Unclassified

Source: STEVE LUCIANO

Affiliation: YS U

Phone Number: 277-1241 Information Received Date: 06/1099 Time: 11:19

Prepared by: LUCIANO STEVE YS U (Last Name) (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: STUDENT IN 5TH HOUR CLASS (Mr. A. Jones)

Event Date: Event Time: References: 

Categories: IN: STU: CHR

Event Reviewed by: LUCIANO Lead Required? □

Lead: INTERVIEW: WOLFE EVERETT

Lead Control Number: 

DOB - 7/13/40 Never Assigned

Assigned To: WILSON Date: 7-27 Time: 

Disposition: NUMEROUS ATTEMPTS WERE MADE TO INTERVIEW EVERETT WOLFE WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS

LEAD CLOSED REPORT NOT REQUIRED

Lead Reviewed by: 08/27/99 Lead Completed? □ Date:

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605 Information Received Date: 06/07/1999 Time: 1:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: TROY MANUELLO IS THE TEACHER IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PHYS

Event Date: Event Time: References
Categories: INTERVIEW

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE CLASS LOCATION, OBSERVATIONS- RESPONSE. TROY MANUELLO, 7910 S MARSHALL CT. LITTLETON, 979-7776

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:31 PM
Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD #3167

Lead Control Number: DN4586

Lead Reviewed by: KAB Lead Completed? DATE: 07/12/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 45-86

SOURCE:
Affiliation: JC-32
Phone Number: 721-5605

Prepared by: T6/19/99

NARRATIVE:

Date: 6/27/99  Time: 12:30

Narrative reviewed by: LUCANO
Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT  STA

☐ Time Value  (Circle text to be entered)  Date  Time

Assigned to: 6/27/99


CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 6/17/99
CALLED 6/23/99  NO MACHINE
CALLED 6/29/99  NO MACHINE
CALLED 7/10/99  NO MACHINE

DISPOSITION: DUPLICATE TO 3167

JC-001-024562

Lead Completed: 6/27/99

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: NICHOLAS JOHN BAUMGART IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC.

Information Received Date: 06/07/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Date:  Event Time: References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4587
Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. NICHOLAS JOHN BAUMGART. 973-9536

Assigned To: LUCIANO, STEVE  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:32 PM
Disposition: PHONE INTERVIEW ON 8-25-99 WITH JOHN BAUMGART, THE FATHER OF
NICHOLAS BAUMGART. NICHOLAS IS ATTENDING COLLEGE AT C.U. PER
JOHN, NICHOLAS WAS IN CLASS, HEARD LOUD BOOM, RAN OUT THROUGH
NORTH DOORS TO CLEMENT PARK. NICHOLAS KNEW KLEBOLD IN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND CUB SCOUTS. DID NOT ASSOCIATE WITH
KLEBOLD IN HIGH SCHOOL.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔  Date: 08/30/1999

JC-001-024563

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM

UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4587

SOURCE: [Redacted]
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: 571-503

Prepared by: [Redacted]

NARRATIVE: [Redacted]

Date: 6/17/99
Time: 9:00

Categories

INT

STA

JC-001-024564

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: 6/17/99

Assigned to: [Redacted]

LEAD: [Redacted]

LEFT MESSAGE ON 6/17/99
11:40AM
573-7536

LEFT MESSAGE ON 6/23/99 WITH MOM

LEFT MESSAGE ON 7/1/99

LEFT MESSAGE ON 9/20

Disposition: Phone interview on 08/25/99 with John Balamcart the father of Nicholas. Nicholas is attending college at CU. Per John, Nicholas was in class, heard loud boom, ran out through north doors to Clement Park. Nicholas (new Kier 10 Elementary School and Cub Scouts). Did not associate with Kier 10 in high school.

Lead Completed: 08/25/99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: CHRISTOPHER COLLIN BEHNER IN 5TH HOUR PHY/IPSSC.

Event Date:
Event Time:
Categories: INTERVIEW
References: STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4588
Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. CHRISTOPHER COLLIN BEHNER. 973-6557

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH
Date: 06/17/1999
Time: 2:32 PM
Disposition: REPORT WRITTEN. CHRISTOPHER BEHNER NOT INTERVIEWED. PHONE DISCONNECTED, NUMBER NON-PUBLISHED & UNLISTED. FROM OTHER INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED, I DON'T BELIEVE BEHNER WILL HAVE ANYTHING ADDITIONAL TO ADD.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: [Blank]
Affiliation: [Blank]
Phone Number: [Blank]
Prepared by*: 201/3026

Date*: 1/24/79

NARRATIVE*: [Notes or content not legible]

Narrative reviewed by: [Blank]
Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories
INT
Stu

Time Value
(Circle text to be entered)
Date: [Blank]
Time: [Blank]

Assigned to: [Blank]

LEAD: [Notes or content not legible]

DISPOSITION: [Notes or content not legible]

DISCONNECTED, NUMBER NON-PUBLISHED AND UNLISTED.
FROM OTHER INTERVIEWS I CONDUCTED, I DON'T BELIEVE
BEHNER WILL HAVE ANYTHING ADDITIONAL TO ADD.

Lead Completed: 1/24/79

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605  Information Received Date: 06/07/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: JAMES CRAIG BISGARD IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4589
Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. JAMES CRAIG BISGARD. 973-4384

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:33 PM
Disposition: JAMES BISGARD INTERVIEWED, REPORT WRITTEN. STAYED BEHIND IN TECH LAB STORAGE ROOM, WAS RESCUED BY SWAT TEAM. SAW LIGHT IN NEXT ROOM TURN OFF, HEARD T.V. TURN ON.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4589

SOURCE: 221
Affiliation: SSO
Phone Number: 911-2606

Prepared by: 911 (0) 36

NARRATIVE:

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIAN

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT  STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: 911 (0) 36 Date: 1/20/99

LEAD: 911 (0) 36

LEFT MESSAGE WITH FATHER 6/17/99 JAMES CRYSTAL BISOARD
LEFT MESSAGE ON MACHINE 6/23/99 973-433-4

DISPOSITION:

INTERVIEWED, REPORT WRITTEN. STAYED BEHIND IN TECH LAB STORAGE ROOM. WAS RESCUED BY SWAT TEAM. SAW LIGHT IN NEXT ROOM TURN OFF. HEARD T.V. TURN ON.

Lead Completed: 82657999

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Information Received Date: 06/07/1999 Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: JONATHAN RAY BEHUNIN IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4590
Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. JONATHAN RAY BEHUNIN. 972-8788

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:34 PM
Disposition: JONATHAN BEHUNIN INTERVIEWED 6-23. REPORT WRITTEN. STATED HE HAD BEEN IN HIS 5TH HR CLASS BUT HAD GONE TO THE RESTROOM. WAS IN THE HALL WHEN STUDENTS RAN UP FROM THE CAFETERIA. BEHUNIN RAN OUT OF THE SCHOOL & ACROSS TO LEAWOOD PARK. HE SAID WHILE AT LEAWOOD STUDENTS SAID SHOOTERS WERE SHOOTING AT THEM AT THE PARK. BEHUNIN DID NOT SEE OR HEAR THE SHOOTING.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4590

SOURCE:

Affiliation:

Phone Number:

Prepared by:

Date: 6/17/99

Time: 12:00

NARRATIVE:

CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 6/17/99

WHITE, JUNIUS

BENTHIN, CAMRON

BENTHIN, RAN OUT OF SCHOOL AND ACROSS TO LEAWOOD PK. HE SAID WHILE AT LEAWOOD STUDENTS SAID SHOOTER WAS SHOOTING AT THEM AT THE PARK. BENTHIN DID NOT SEE OR HEAR THE SHOOTING

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED 6/23/99 REPORT WRITTEN. STATED THAT HE HAD BEEN IN HIS 5TH HOUR CLASS BUT HAD GONE TO THE NEXT ROOM. WAS IN THE HALL WHEN STUDENTS RAN UP FROM THE CAFETERIA. BENTHIN RAN OUT OF SCHOOL AND ACROSS TO LEAWOOD PK. HE SAID WHILE AT LEAWOOD STUDENTS SAID SHOOTER WAS SHOOTING AT THEM AT THE PARK. BENTHIN DID NOT SEE OR HEAR THE SHOOTING

Lead Completed: 06/29/99

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: RACHAEL LYNN DANFORD IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date:  Event Time: References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. RACHAEL LYNN DANFORD 973-6094

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:34 PM
Disposition: INTERVIEWED RACHAEL DANFORD ON 7-1-99. RAN OUT OF SCHOOL
ALONG WITH JESSICA EVANS. NEVER SAW THE SHootERS. WENT TO
COLUMBINE LIBRARY. WAS THERE ABOUT 10 - 5 MINUTES WHEN ROBERT
PERRY WALKED UP WEARING A TIE-DIED T-SHIRT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 08/20/1999

Control Number: DN4591

I&I/JIFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Methods of Contact
☐ In Person  ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation  ☒ Written

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: [Redacted]
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: 711-2626

Prepared by: [Redacted]

Narrative:

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y
Categories:

INT

STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: [Redacted]

LEAD:

CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 6/17/99
RACHAEL LYNN DANFORD 973-6094

CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 6/23/99

CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 7/1/99

DISPOSITION:

INTERVIEWED 7-1-99 - RAN OUT OF SCHOOL ALONG W JESSICA EVANS, NEVER SAID THE SHOOTERS. WENT TO COLUMBINE LIBRARY. WAS TALKIN ABOUT 10-15 MIN. WHEN ROBERT HERLL WALK UP WEARING A TIE DIED T-SHIRT.

Lead Completed: 8/08/99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: ADAM TODD DRESSEL IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. ADAM TODD DRESSEL 973-5419

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH
Disposition: INTERVIEWED ADAM DRESSEL 7-1-99. RAN OUT OF SCHOOL TO LIBRARY. NEVER SAW THE SHOOTERS. KNOWS ROBERT PERRY, TAD BOLES AND CHRIS MORRIS AS BEING MEMBERS OF TCM.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 08/20/1999

Control Number: DN4592

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Method of Contact
☐ In Person  ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation  ☐ Written

Information Received Date: 06/07/1999  Time: 5:00 PM

Lead Control Number: DN4592

Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:35 PM

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Student 26 10 55
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 211-5460
Prepared by: 

NARRATIVE:
Contact 4th Hour David (minister)

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories
INT

STU

Time Value: 
(Circle text to be entered)
Date: Time:

Assigned to: 

LEAD: [Signature]

CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 4/17/99 Adam Todd Dreszel
CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 4/23/99 973-5419

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED 7-1-99, Ran out of school to library. NEVER SAW THE SHOOTERS. KNOWS Robert Perry, TAD Boles and Chris Morris as being members of TCO.

Lead Completed: 8C082059

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: JESSICA JEANNE EVANS IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References: STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. JESSICA JEANNE EVANS. 973-5659

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 09/17/1999  Time: 2:35 PM

Disposition: JESSICA EVANS WAS WITH RACHAEL DANFORD DURING THE INCIDENT. DANFORD WAS INTERVIEWED, #4591. REPORT WRITTEN. INVESTIGATOR GALLEGOS ATTEMPTED TO CONTACT JESSICA EVANS WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS. EVANS' PRESENCE/ACTIONS WERE CONFIRMED BY RACHAEL DANFORD.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔  Date: 08/20/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE:  
Affiliation:  
Phone Number:  

Prepared by:  

NARRATIVE:  

Date:  
Time:  

Lead Set? (Y/N):  YES  

Categories  
INT  
SIC  

□ Time Value  
(Circle text to be entered)  

Assigned to:  

LEAD:  

CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 6/18/99  JESSICA JEANNE EVANS  973-5689  
CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 6/23/99  

DISPOSITION:  NOT INTERVIEWED. WAS WITH RACHAEL DANFORD DURING THE INCIDENT. DANFORD WAS INTERVIEWED CONTROL NUMBER 4591. REPORT INCLUDED. INVESTIGATOR & COLLEAGUES ATTEMPTED TO CONTACT Evans WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS. Evans' PRESENCE/ACTIONS WERE CONFIRMED BY RACHAEL DANFORD. 

Lead Completed:  

White - Original  
Yellow - Rapid Start  
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: JESSE BRUCE GORDON IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT-CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. JESSE BRUCE GORDON. 979-3490

Assigned To: WIZIECK, DALE Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:36 PM
Disposition: JESSE GORDON IN PHYSICS CLASS. HEARD HALLWAY PANIC, HID IN CLASS
STORE ROOM. HEARD & SAW NOTHING. KNEW KLEBOLD BUT HAD NO PRIOR KNOWLEDGE ANYTHING LIKE THIS WAS GOING TO HAPPEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 08/23/1999

Control Number: DN4594

Method of Contact
○ In Person ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation ○ Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

PRINTED ON 4/9/2002 AT 10:05 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4594

SOURCE: 256.168.1.62
Affiliation: 260
Phone Number: 571-679-60

Prepared by: 9/1/2009
Date: 6/07/09 Time: 1200

NARRATIVE: Called at 16:00, left a note (to be continued?)

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories
INT STU

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date 8-20-99 Time 8-20-99

Assigned to: Wiz 8-20-99

LEAD: 1543384 h不可避免

CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 6/17/99 JESSE BRUCE GORDON
CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 6/23/99 979-3990
CALLED LEFT MESSAGE 7/1/99

DISPOSITION: In Physics Class - Heard Honey Runre. Runre in
Class since 6pm. Heard of say nothing. Knew Kue-Bea. But had no
Poor Knall: Anything. Like this was going to happen.

J-001-024578

Lead Completed: 8/23/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: KEVIN JAMES HOFSTRA IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. KEVIN JAMES HOFSTRA. 978-1661

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 08/17/1999  Time: 2:36 PM

Disposition: KEVIN HOFSTRA WAS OUT OF THE COUNTRY ON 4-20-99, WAS IN ARGENTINA. NEVER KNEW MEMBERS OF TCM. NEVER SAW SHOOTERS. HEARD OF TCM BEFORE, NEVER HAD ANY PROBLEMS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? Yes  Date: 08/20/1999

Control Number: DN4595
Method of Contact
① In Person  ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation  ○ Written

I&I/JEFCO SO  
(Component/Agency)

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: Cia. Al 10788
Affiliation: 5020
Phone Number: 511 6076

Prepared by: Ed White

CONTROL NUMBER: 4595
Method of Contact:
   __ In Person   __ Telephone
   ___ Observation ___ Written

Date: 6/18/99   Time: 1200

NARRATIVE:
Contact Ed White, 5/11/99 (Per Thiebault)

Narrative reviewed by: LCT A L

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT

STU

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered)   Date: 6/18/99   Time: ___

Assigned to: C. White

LEAD:
Called 6/17/99 - No answer
Called 6/23/99 - Left message 978-1661
Kevin James Hofstra 2/24/81


JC-001-024580

Lead Completed: 6/28/99

White - Original   Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: SUNNEE BLAKE HOPPE IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. SUNNEE BLAKE HOPPE. 9781708

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:37 PM

Disposition: SUNNEE HOPPE HAS ALREADY BEEN INTERVIEWED. MOTHER, SANDY HOPPE, SAID SHE WAS INTERVIEWED BY THE DETECTIVE THAT INTERVIEWED VAL SCHNURR. SANDY HOPPE SAID SUNNEE TOLD THEM SHE SAW [REDACTED] AT THE SCHOOL THAT DAY. SEE 2176

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 08/20/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4596

SOURCE: [Redacted]
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: 571-5638

Prepared by: [Redacted]
Date: 6/15/99 Time: 1700

NARRATIVE: [Patient] 3 in 1910, My date (mm/dd/yy)

Narrative reviewed by: LK JAMAN

Categories

INT

STU


□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date ________ Time ________

Assigned to: [Redacted]
Date: 6/17/99

LEAD: [Redacted]

CALLED 6/17/99 LEFT MESSAGE SUNNIE BLAKE HOPPE
CALLED 6/23/99 LEFT MESSAGE 978-1747

SANDY HOPPE

DISPOSITION: HAS ALREADY BEEN INTERVIEWED. MOTHER, SANDY HOPPE, SAID SHE WAS INTERVIEWED BY THE DETECTIVE THAT INTERVIEWED VAL SCHNEE. SANDY HOPPE SAID SUNNIE TOLD THEM SHE SAW [Redacted] AT THE SCHOOL THAT DAY.

REPORT WRITTEN CONTROL #: 2176

Lead Completed: 6/9
White - Original 082097 Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-024582

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: MEGAN RENEE KOTTER IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: 
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. MEGAN RENEE KOTTER. 948-6450

Lead Control Number: DN4597

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH
Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:37 PM

Disposition: MEGAN KOTTER INTERVIEWED 6-23-99. KOTTER SAID SHE HEARD EXPLOSIONS. RAN OUT OF SCHOOL & RAN TO COLUMBINE LIBRARY. REPORT WRITTEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/30/1999

Control Number: DN4597

Method of Contact
- In Person
- Telephone/Radio
- Observation
- Written

I&I/JEFCO SO (Component/Agency)

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM

UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4597

SOURCE: 41-01
Affiliation: 41-01
Phone Number: 211-5806

Prepared by: 07-07
Date: 6/21/99 Time: 1200

NARRATIVE:

continued

Narrative reviewed by: Luciano

Lead Set? (YN): YES

Categories

INT     STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: 07-07
Date: 6/23/99

LEAD: MEGAN RENEE KOTTER
CALLED 6/17/99, LEFT MESSAGE
CALLED 6/23/99
948-6450

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED 6/23/99 KOTTER SAID SHE HEARD EXPLOSIONS, RAN OUT OF SCHOOL AND RAN TO COLUMBINE LIBRARY, REPORT WRITTEN

JC-001-024584

Lead Completed: 07-07-99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605  Information Received Date: 05/07/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: JESSICA J. LOPATIN IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date:  Event Time: References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. JESSICA J. LOPATIN. 979-6609

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:38 PM
Disposition: INTERVIEWED JESSICA LOPATIN'S BROTHER, NATHAN LOPATIN. THE TWO OF THEM RAN OUT OF THE SCHOOL TOGETHER. REFER TO CONTROL NUMBER 4575. REPORT WRITTEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? Date: 06/30/1999

Control Number: DN4598

Method of Contact
○ In Person  ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation  ○ Written

I&I/IEFCO SO  
(Component/Agency)
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4598

SOURCE: [Redacted]
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: 391-601
Prepared by: [Redacted]

Date: 6/10/99
Time: 17:40

NARRATIVE: Student S. interviewed 06/10/99 (continued)

Narrative reviewed by: [Redacted]
Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT  STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: [Redacted]

LEAD: [Redacted]

DISPOSITION: Interviewed her brother. The two of them ran out of the school together. Refer to Control Number: 4575. Report written

Lead Completed: 5/12/99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: ALISON M. LANTHORN IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4599

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. ALISON M. LANTHORN. 973-5564

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:38 PM

Disposition: ALISON LANTHORN INTERVIEWED, REPORT WRITTEN. SAID SHE WAS WITH KRISTI HELD. RAN OUT OF THE SCHOOL WITH OTHER STUDENTS FROM MR. CRAM'S & MR. MANUELLO'S CLASSES. RAN TO CLEMENT PARK, THEN TO COLUMBINE LIBRARY. NEVER SAW SHOOTERS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: [Redacted]
Affiliation: [Redacted]
Phone Number: [Redacted]

Prepared by: [Redacted]
Date: 6/23/99
Time: 1200

NARRATIVE:

(Circle text to be entered)

Categories

INT  STE

Time Value

Assigned to: [Redacted]
Date: 6/23/99

LEAD: [Redacted]

CALLED 6/17/99 LEFT MESSAGE 973-5564
CALLED 6/23/99 LEFT MESSAGE WITH MOM

Disposition: interviewed, report written. said she was with
[Redacted]. ran out of the school with other students
from Mr. clams and Mr. manuello's classes. ran to
Clement park. then to Columbine library. never saw
[Redacted]

Lead Completed: 6/23/99

White - Original

Lead Started: 6/20/99

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead

JC-001-024588

continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605 Information Received Date: 06/07/1999 Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICH

Information Control: I&I/JEFCO SO (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: KIMBERLY CHRISTIE LORENZ IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4600

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS, KIMBERLY CHRISTIE LORENZ. 973-8199

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:39 PM

Disposition: KIMBERLY LORENZ INTERVIEWED. REPORT WRITTEN. HID IN THE TECH LAB. HEARD MUFFLED BANGS WHILE HIDING. REMEMBERS SEEING A FLASHING MESSAGE ON THE SCREEN WHEN ANNOUNCEMENTS WERE DONE. MESSAGE SAID "420 WISH YOU WEREN'T HERE."

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? √ Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:05 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4600

SOURCE: 871 52043
Affiliation: 871 52046
Phone Number: 210

Prepared by: 871 52043

Date: 6/10/99 Time: 1:00

NARRATIVE:

...continued

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIAN

Lead Set? (Y/N) YES

Categories

ENT  STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: 1/16/99 Date: 6/17/99

LEAD:

CALLED 6/17/99 LEFT MESSAGE® KIMBERLY CHRISTIE LORENZ

WITH SISTER.

CALLED 6/23/99 LEFT MESSAGE.

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED REPORT WRITTEN. HID IN THE TECH

LAB. HEARD MUFFLED BANGS WHILE HIDING.

REMEMBERS SEEING A FLASHING MESSAGE ON THE SCREEN

HER ANNOUNCEMENTS WERE DONE. MESSAGE SAID

420 WISH YOU WEREN'T HERE."

Lead Completed: 6/23/99

JC-001-024590

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
Event Narrative: MARK AARON MORRONI IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Categories: INTERVIEW
References: STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL
Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. MARK AARON MORRONI. 972-2450

Disposition: MARK MORRONI INTERVIEWED BY LAKEWOOD PD DETECTIVES. ALSO INTERVIEWED WAS JEFF MORRONI, YOUNGER BROTHER. REPORT WRITTEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/30/1999

Control Number: DN4601
Method of Contact
• In Person  O Telephone/Radio
• Observation  O Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 41601

SOURCE: S1 10058
Affiliation: S1 600
Phone Number: S1 600

Prepared by: S1 10058

Date: 6:00
Time: 1500

NARRATIVE:

[Paragraph of narrative text]

Narrative reviewed by [Signature]

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

Categories

L & T
S & T

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)
Date
Time

Assigned to: [Signature]

LEAD: [Name]
MARK AARON MORGAN - 10/1/80
972-2450

DISPOSITION:
INTERVIEWED BY LAKEWOOD PD DETECTIVES. ALSO
INTERVIEWED WAS JEFF MORGAN, (YOUNGER BROTHER)
REPORT WRITTEN.

[Paragraph of disposition text]

DUPLICATE

Lead Completed: 6/03/99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: EDWARD OLSEN IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time
Categories: INTERVIEW
References: STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. EDWARD OLSEN. 979-8672

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH
Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:40 PM
Disposition: INTERVIEWED EDWARD OLSEN 7-1-99. RAN OUT OF SCHOOL TO PARK, THEN TO LIBRARY. KNEW HARRIS & KLEBOLD. THEY WERE IN HIS BOWLING CLASS. NOT THERE ON 4-20-99. NEVER SAW THE SHOOTERS, HEARD LOUD BOOMS & BANGS. RAN OUT OF SCHOOL WITH PARTRIDGE.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 08/20/1999

Control Number: DN4602
Method of Contact
○ In Person ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation ○ Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:19 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4602

SOURCE: 4-1 13H 101988

Affiliation: 200

Phone Number: 271-63446

Prepared by: 271 183888

Date: 6/10/99 Time: 1200

NARRATIVE: Continued

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT

STU

(Sha 500)

Assigned to: 6/17/99

LEAD:

CALLED 6/17/99 LEFT MESSAGE EDWARD OLESEN

CALLED 6/18/99 LEFT MESSAGE 979-8872

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWSD 7/1/99. RAN OUT OF SCHOOL TO PINT

ALTER TO CIB. KENN NOIS & KLEMK. THEY WERE IN HIS
BOWLING CLASS NOT THERE ON 4/20/99. NEVER SAW THE
SHOOTERS. HEARD CIND. BOMBS & BANGS. CAME OUT
E SCHOOL W/ PANTING.

Lead Completed: 6/28/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start

JC-001-024594 Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: CHRISTOPHER K. PARTRIDGE IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. CHRISTOPHER K. PARTRIDGE 973-5068

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:41 PM

Disposition: CHRISTOPHER PARTRIDGE INTERVIEWED 6-17-99, LEFT CLASS RIGHT AWAY. RAN TO CLEMENT PARK. STAYED THERE FOR ABOUT 30 MINUTES. NEVER SAW THE SHOOTERS. HEARD GUN SHOTS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/30/1999

Lead Control Number: DN4603

Control Number: DN4603

Method of Contact
① In Person  ① Telephone/Radio
② Observation  ② Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:19 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFOGRAPHIC CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 46003

SOURCE: 5/16/99
Affiliation:
Phone Number: 717-6060
Prepared by: 5/11/99
Date: Time:

NARRATIVE:

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Categories
INT
STU

□ Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Christopher K. Partridge

LEAD: 6/17/99

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED 6-17-99; LEFT CLASS RIGHT AWAY. RAN TO CLEMENT PARK STAYED THERE FOR ABOUT 30 MIN. NEVER SAW THE SHOOTERS. HEARD GUN SHOTS.

Lead Completed: 5/16/99
White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605  Information Received Date: 06/07/1999  Time: 5:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: JOHN RIOCH IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. JOHN RIOCH. 979-3737

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:41 PM

Disposition: DAVID RIOCH, FATHER OF JOHN RIOCH, STATED THAT JOHN ONLY HEARD EXPLOSIONS. HE WAS ONE OF THE STUDENTS THAT STAYED IN TECH LAB. REPORT WRITTEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔  Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:19 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4607

SOURCE: 
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 
Prepared by: 

Date: 6/17/99  Time: 0900

NARRATIVE: 

lead set? (YN) YES

Categories

INT  STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date _______ Time _______

Assigned to: 

LEAD: 

Called 6/17/99 Busy  John RIOCH, 111980 979-3737

David Rioch

7231 W. Weaver Pl.

Disposition: 

David Rioch said that he only heard explosions. He was one of the students that stayed in Tech Lab. (Report Written)

Lead Completed: 6/17/99

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JC SO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: DOMINICK ARTHUR ROMANO IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT-CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4605
Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. DOMINICK ARTHUR ROMANO

Assigned To: WIZEICK, DALE  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:42 PM
Disposition: DOMINICK ROMANO IN PHYSICS CLASS, HEARD EXPLOSIONS, RAN OUT, SAW OR HEARD NOTHING REGARDING SHOOTERS. HAD NO PRIOR KNOWLEDGE.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:19 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 44005

SOURCE: [Redacted]  (Rev. 4-21-95)

Affiliation: [Redacted]

Phone Number: [Redacted]

Prepared by: [Redacted]

Date: 6/1/94 Time: 12:00

NARRATIVE: [Redacted]

Narrative reviewed by: Luciano

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT

STU

[Redacted]

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date __ Time __________

Assigned to: Wizteck

Date: 6/1/94

LEAD:

Called Left Message 6/17/99 Dominick Arthur Romano 933-1929/773 mothers
Cell - 303-913-2847 Home - 303-972-8541

[Redacted] continued

DISPOSITION: In Physics Class - Heard Explosions - Ran out -
Saw or Heard nothing regarding Shooters - Had no prior knowledge

[Redacted] continued

Lead Completed: D 08299

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Leac
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD
Event Narrative: CHRISTOPHER JAMES SCHWAB IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Information Received Date: 06/07/1999  Time: 12:00 PM

Method of Contact
① In Person  ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation  ○ Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Date:  Event Time: References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. CHRISTOPHER SCHWAB. 979-0133.

Lead Control Number: DN4606

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:42 PM
Disposition: CHRISTOPHER SCHWAB INTERVIEWED 6-17-99. STAYED BEHIND IN TECH LAB. OTHER STUDENTS TOLD HIM THEY HAD SEEN A LIGHT TURN OFF & HEARD A T.V. TURN ON.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/30/1999

JC-001-024601

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:19 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 41606

RESULT: Method of Contact

In Person

Observation

Written

SOURCE: [Handwritten]

Affiliation: [Handwritten]

Date: 6/11/99

Time: 1200

Phone Number: [Handwritten]

Prepared by: [Handwritten]

NARRATIVE:

"Have student 21.04.05 (continued)"

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

continued

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

INT STU

Categories

[Blank]

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Date

Time

Assigned to: [Handwritten]

Date: 6/11/99

LEAD: [Handwritten]

LEAD OBSERVATIONS

CHRISTOPHER SCHEUER

979-0133

DISPOSITION:

INTERVIEWED 6/18/99. STAYED BEHIND IN TECH LAB. OTHER STUDENTS TOLD HIM THEY HAD SEEN A LIGHT TURN OFF AND HEARD A TV TURN ON.

JC-001-024602

Lead Completed: 8/20/99

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-6605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: JANELLE RENEE THIBAULT IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4607

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. JANELLE RENEE THIBAULT. 914-9827

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH
Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:43 PM

Disposition: JANELLE THIBAULT INTERVIEWED 6-17-99, RAN OUT OF THE CLASS INTO CLEMENT PARK. DID NOT SEE SHOOTERS. RAN WITH RACHAEL DANFORD. REPORT WRITTEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:19 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4607

SOURCE: [Handwritten name]
Affiliation: [Handwritten name]
Phone Number: 271 3606
Prepared by: [Handwritten name]

Date: 6/17/99  Time: 1200

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

NARRATIVE:
Student 5th Ave West (WSW)

Narrative reviewed by: [Handwritten name]

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

Leads

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date: 6/17/99

Assigned to: [Handwritten name]

LEAD: [Handwritten name]

JANELLE RENEE THIBAULT
914-94727

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED 6/17/99, Ran out of class into
Cleaver Pk. Did not see Stegner. Ran with back
danford. Report written

Discontinued

Lead Completed: 6/20/99

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605  Information Received Date: 06/07/1999  Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: WILLIAM A. VANDERMEER IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4608

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS, WILLIAM A. VANDERMEER

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:44 PM

Disposition: WILLIAM A. VANDERMEER INTERVIEWED, REPORT WRITTEN. STAYED BEHIND IN TECH LAB. HEARD A T.V. TURN ON IN NEXT DOOR ROOM. NEVER SAW SHOOTERS. HAD BEEN HIDING 45 - 60 MINUTES WHEN T.V. CAME ON.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/30/1999

jc-001-024605

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:19 AM

UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: [handwritten]
Affiliation: [handwritten]
Phone Number: 271 5626

Prepared by: 5/11/96

Date: 6/11/96  Time: 1:200

NARRATIVE:

[handwritten]

[signature]

continued

[signature]  Lead Set? (Y/N) YES

Categories

[boxes for categories: TAT, STA]

[check box] Time Value  (Circle text to be entered) Date ______ Time ______

Assigned to: 5/11/96

Date: 6/11/96

LEAD: William ASA VANDERMEER

Called 6/17/99 Left Message 978-0110


JC-001-024606

Lead Completed: 6/11/96

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5606
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Event Narrative: CHRISTOPHER M. WALKER IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. CHRISTOPHER M. WALKER. 797-8410

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH Date: 06/17/1999 Time: 2:44 PM
Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD TO 3816

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Yes Date: 08/24/1999

Control Number: DN4609
Method of Contact
○ In Person ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation ○ Written

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Lead Control Number: DN4609

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:19 AM UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 46009

SOURCE: [Not visible]
Affiliation: [Not visible]
Phone Number: 213 564-0101

Prepared by: [Not visible]

Date: 6/17/99
Time: 11:00

NARRATIVE: Student was one day late (4/16-10)

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories

NOT
STY

[Not visible]

Time Value
(Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: [Not visible]

LEAD:
CALLED 6/17/99 LEFT MESSAGE
CALLED 6/23/99 LEFT MESSAGE

797-8910

DISPOSITION:

DUPLICATE LEAD TO #3816

Lead Completed: 6/28/99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

JC-001-024608
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605  Information Received Date: 06/07/1999  Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD
Event Narrative: CHARLES EDWARD WALTMAN II IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References:
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4610
Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. CHARLES EDWARD WALTMAN II. 904-7685

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:45 PM
Disposition: CHARLES WALTMAN II INTERVIEWED 6-17-99. IN 5TH HR PHYSICS CLASS, RAN OUT OF SCHOOL BY SMOKER'S PIT, CLIMBED FENCE, RAN TO CLEMENT PARK, THEN WENT TO COLUMBINE LIBRARY. DID NOT SEE SHOOTERS, DOESN'T KNOW SHOOTERS OR TCM MEMBERS. REPORT WRITTEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/30/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:19 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 41001

Method of Contact:

- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 6/11/99
Time: 2:00

SOURCE:

Affiliation:

Phone Number:

Prepared by:

NARRATIVE:

STUDENT E.M. 21/1/1988 (227 MURPHY)

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIAN

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories:

TNT

STU

Time Value: (Circle text to be entered)

Date: ______ Time: ______

Assigned to: [Signature]

Date: 6/11/99

LEAD: [Signature] OBSERVATIONS

CHARLES EDWARD WAGMAN

904-7685

DISPOSITION: INTERVIEWED 6/17/99. IN 5th HR. PHYSICS CLASS

RAN OUT OF SCHOOL. BY SMOKERS PIT. CLIMBED FENCE

RAN TO CLEMST PARK THEN WENT TO COLUMBUS

LB. DID NOT SEE SHOOTERS. DOESN'T KNOW

SHOOTER OR TEAM MEMBERS. REPORT WRITTEN

Lead Completed: 6/17/99

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead

JC-001-024610 — continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: WEBB, RICH
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5605
Prepared by: WEBB, RICHARD

Information Received Date: 06/07/1999  Time: 12:00 PM

J&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: CARLY MARIE WITT IN 5TH HOUR PHY/PSSC

Event Date:          Event Time          References
Categories:    INTERVIEW                  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by:  SL  Lead Required?  YES

Lead Control Number: DN4611

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. CARLY MARIE WITT. 979-3251

Assigned To: GALLEGOS, RALPH  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 2:45 PM

Disposition: RECEIVED A RETURN PHONE CALL FROM JOHN WITT, CARLY WITT’S FATHER. HE SAID CARLY IS IN BOOT CAMP AT FT. JACKSON THEN OFF TO SCHOOL. HE SAID CARLY TOLD HIM SHE HAD BEEN ONE OF THE STUDENTS WHO STAYED INSIDE OF MR. MANUELO’S ROOM THE TECH LAB, AND WAS RESCUED BY SWAT. SAID SHE DIDN'T HEAR ANYTHING.

Lead Reviewed by:  SL

Lead Completed?  ✔  Date: 07/01/1999

JC-001-024611

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:19 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 46011

SOURCE:
Affiliation: NS (NS)
Phone Number:

Prepared by: LG (LG)
Date: 6/14/99 Time: 12:00

NARRATIVE:

continued

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories
INT  
STU

Time Value (Circle text to be entered) Date:  
Time:

Assigned to: LC (LC)
Date:  

LEAD:

CALLED 6/17/99 LEFT MESSAGES. CALY MARIE WITT 979-3251

continued

DISPOSITION: RECEIVED A RETURN PHONE CALL FROM JOHN WITT, CALY'S FATHER. HE SAID CALY WITT IS IN BOOT CAMP AT FT. JACKSON THEY ARE OFF TO SCHOOL. HE SAID CALY TOLD HIM SHE HAD BEEN ONE OF THE STUDENTS WHO STAYED INSIDE OF MR. MANUELLO'S ROOM THE NIGHT BEFORE ANYTHING REPORTED. WRITTEN:

Lead Completed: 6/20/99

JC-001-024612

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ATANSIO, RUSS
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (888) 471-1274
Prepared by: ATANASIO, RUSSELL

Event Narrative: PATRICK RUYBAL IS ON THE "A" LUNCH LIST

Information Received Date: 06/11/1999 Time: 12:00 PM
J&I/FBI (Component/Agency)

Event Date:       Event Time:       References:
Categories:       INTERVIEW         STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW PATRICK RUYBAL. 9334 W. ONTARIO DR. 904-2993

Assigned To: ZIMMERMAN, CHERYL Date: 06/12/1999 Time: 9:49 AM

Disposition: PATRICK RUYBAL LEFT SCHOOL SICK AFTER 1ST PERIOD (0820) MOM PICKED HIM UP, WALKING PNEUMONIA. NO FURTHER INFO.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/22/1999

Lead Control Number: DN4612

Control Number: DN4612

Method of Contact
○ In Person ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation ○ Written

JC-001-024613

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:19 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4612

SOURCE: SA Russ Atanasio
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: 868-471-1274

Prepared by: SAME

Date: 06/14/99 Time: 12:00

NARRATIVE: Patrick Ruybal is on the A lunch list

Narrative reviewed by: LUCIANO

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT

SAY

TIME VALUE (Circle text to be entered) Date Time

Assigned to: Cheryl Zinnmann - JCS
LEAD: INTERVIEW PATRICK RUYYAL

9334 W. Ontario Dr.
904-2993

DISPOSITION: Left school sick after 1st period (0820) mom picked him up, walking pneumonia. No further info.

JC-001-024614

Lead Completed: 9/6/27/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ATANSIO, RUSS
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (888) 471-1274
Prepared by: ATANASIO, RUSSELL

Event Narrative: MEREDITH RUSSO IS ON THE "A" LUNCH LIST

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW MEREDITH RUSSO. 7186 S. CHASE CT. 979-8377

Assigned To: ZIMMERMAN, CHERYL  Date: 06/12/1999  Time: 9:53 AM

Disposition: MEREDITH RUSSO WAS OFF CAMPUS AT LUNCH DURING SHOOTING.
MEREDITH HAD VIEO CLASS WITH HARRIS & KLEBOLD BUT DID NOT
SOCIALIZE WITH THEM.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 07/06/1999

Lead Control Number: DN4613

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: SA Ross Atanasio
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: 888-471-1271

Prepared by: SAME

Date: 06/1994

NARRATIVE: Meredith Russo is on the lunch list.

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT

STU

Assigned to: Cheryl Zimmerman - TCSO
LEAD: INTERVIEW Meredith Russo

Date: 6/11/1994

DISPOSITION: OFF-CAMPUS DOING INCIDENT NOTE

Lead Completed: JC-001-024616

White - Original

Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ATANSIO, RUSS
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (888) 471-1274 Information Received Date: 06/11/1999 Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: ATANASIO, RUSSELL

Event Narrative: CRYSTAL ROTH IS ON THE "A" LUNCH LIST

Method of Contact
- In Person
- Telephone/Radio
- Observation
- Written

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHR

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4614

Lead:
INTerview CRYSTAL ROTH. DOB 06/09/82. 9194 W. MONTICELLO AV. 989-2039

Assigned To: ZIMMERMAN, CHERYL Date: 06/12/1999 Time: 9:55 AM
Disposition: OFF CAMPUS DURING INCIDENT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/25/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: SA Ross Atanasio
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: 888-471-1274
Prepared by: Same

CONTROL NUMBER: 46014

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 06/1999
Time:

NARRATIVE: Crystal Roth is on the lunch list.

Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories
INT
SIN

Time Value (Circle text to be entered)

Assigned to: Cheryl Zimmerman - TCSO
Date: 6/1/1999

LEAD: INTERVIEW Crystal Roth 060982
9194 W. Monticello St
9892039

Disposition: Off campus during incident

Lead Completed: 06/2999

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

JC-001-024618

continued
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY   Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ATANSIO, RUSS
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (888) 471-1274   Information Received Date: 06/11/1999   Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: ATANASIO, RUSSELL

Event Narrative: SCOTT RODIBAUGH IS ON THE "A" LUNCH LIST

Event Date:   Event Time:   References
Categories: INTERVIEW   STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL   Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW SCOTT RODIBAUGH, 6066 S. LAMAR DR. 797-7365

Assigned To: ZIMMERMAN, CHERYL   Date: 06/12/1999   Time: 10:02 AM
Disposition: SCOTT RODIBAUGH WAS TAKING COURSES AT RED ROCKS COMMUNITY COLLEGE. OFF CHS CAMPUS ALL DAY ON 4-20-99.

Lead Reviewed by: KE   Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 07/08/1999

Lead Control Number: DN4615

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM   UNCLASSIFIED   Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4615

SOURCE: S.A. Ross ATANASIO
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: 888-471-1271
Prepared by: SAME

Date: 06/1999 Time: 

NARRATIVE: Scott Rodibaugh is on the A lunch list.

Categories

Tax  Stu

□ Time Value  (Circle text to be entered)  Date  Time

Assigned to: Cheryl Zimmerman - JCSO  Date: 06/11/1999

LEAD: INTERVIEW Scott Rodibaugh

GOAL S. Lanman Dr

797 7365

DISPOSITION: Taking Courses at Red Rocks Community College off C4S Campus at Day on C4599.

Lead Completed: [Signature]

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ATANSIO, RUSS
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (888) 471-1274
Prepared by: ATANASIO, RUSSELL

Event Narrative: ZACHARY RISSMILLER IS ON THE "A" LUNCH LIST

Event Date:          Event Time:          References:          
Categories:           INTERVIEW           STUDENT - CHR

Event Reviewed by:  SL  Lead Required?  YES

Lead Control Number: DN4616

Lead:               INTERVIEW ZACHARY RISSMILLER. 4430 W. JAMISON PL. 973-0821.

Assigned To:        ZIMMERMAN, CHERYL
Disposition:        ZACHARY RISSMILLER OFF CAMPUS DURING INCIDENT. NO FURTHER INFO

Lead Reviewed by:  SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/22/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: 46010

Source: SA Ross Atanasio
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: 868-471-1274

Prepared by: Same

Narrative: Zachary Rizzmiller is on the A lunch list.

Assigned to: Charlie Zimmerman - JC 50
Lead: Interview Zachary Rizzmiller - Dog 110380.

4430 W. Jamison Pl
973-0871

Date: 6/11/1999
Time: 00:25

Disposition: Off campus during incident. No further info.

Lead Completed: 82 062299

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

---

Categories

[ ] INT
[ ] STE

---

Time Value
(Circle text to be entered)

---

Lead Set? (Y/N): Yes

---

Continued
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ATANSIO, RUSS
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (888) 471-1274 Information Received Date: 06/11/1999 Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: ATANASIO, RUSSELL

Event Narrative: GARY REININGER IS ON THE "A" LUNCH LIST

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4617
Lead: INTERVIEW GARY REININGER. 6668 S. AMMONS CT. 904-0302

Assigned To: ZIMMERMAN, CHERYL Date: 06/12/1999 Time: 10:06 AM
Disposition: GARY REININGER OFF CAMPUS DURING INCIDENT. NO FURTHER INFO

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/22/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: SA Ross Atanasio
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: 588-471-1274
Prepared by: Same

CONTROL NUMBER: 4617

Method of Contact:
- In Person
- Telephone
- Observation
- Written

Date: 06/1999 Time: 

NARRATIVE: Gary Reininger is on the A lunch list.

Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories
- INT
- STU

Assigned to: Cheryl Zimmerman, JCSL
Date: 06/11/1999

LEAD: INTERVIEW GARY REININGER

DISPOSITION: Off campus during incident, no further info.

Lead Completed: 06/22/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY     Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ATANSIO, RUSS
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (888) 471-1274     Information Received Date: 06/11/1999     Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: ATANASIO, RUSSELL

Event Narrative: ELENA TRUJILLO IS ON THE "A" LUNCH LIST

Event Date:     Event Time:     References:
Categories: INTERVIEW     STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL     Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW ELENA TRUJILLO. 6262 W. MAPLEWOOD DR. 795-8873

Assigned To: ZIMMERMAN, CHERYL     Date: 06/12/1999     Time: 10:08 AM
Disposition: ELENA TRUJILLO WAS HOME SICK WITH SINUS INFECTION. NO FURTHER INFO.

Lead Reviewed by: SL

Lead Completed? √     Date: 06/21/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: S. Russ Atanasio
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: 888-471-1274
Prepared by: SAME

Date: 06/1999  Time:

NARRATIVE: Elena Trujillo is on the A lunch list.

Narrative reviewed by: Luczak
Lead Set? (Y/N): YES

Categories

INT  STH

Assigned to: Cheryl Zimmerman - TC50
LEAD: INTERVIEW ELENA TRUJILLO

6262 W. Maplewood Dr.
735-8873

DISPOSITION: Trujillo home sick with sinus infection. No

Lead Completed: 06/21/99

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead
**UNCLASSIFIED**

**INFORMATION CONTROL**

**Case ID:** 174A-DN-57419  
**Priority:** PRIORITY  
**Classification:** UNCLASSIFIED  
**Source:** ROCKY MTN NEWS  
**Affiliation:** MEDIA  
**Phone Number:**  
**Prepared by:** BATTAN, KATE  
**Event Narrative:** NEWSPAPER ARTICLE INDICATES BROOKS BROWN TOOK A POLYGRAPH ON 5-11-99 & PASSED. POLY GIVEN BY DAVID HENIGSMAN AT ALVERSON & ASSOCIATES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date:</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Event Reviewed by:** SL  
**Lead Required?** YES

---

**Lead Control Number:** DN4619

**Lead:** CONTACT DAVID HENIGSMAN, 303-935-5067 & OBTAIN RESULTS OF BROOKS BROWN'S POLYGRAPH.

---

**Assigned To:** VONDERHOE, JIM  
**Date:** 06/14/1999  
**Time:** 10:01 AM

**Disposition:** CONTACTED DAVID HENIGSMAN, WHO INDICATES THAT RANDY BROWN WILL NOT ALLOW TASK FORCE TO HAVE COPY OF POLYGRAPH. NEED WARRANT.

**Lead Reviewed by:** SL  
**Lead Completed?** ✅  
**Date:** 06/14/1999

---

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: __________________________ Control Number: 4/1/9

Priority: □ Immediate □ Secret □ Confidential □ In Person □ Telephone
□ Priority □ Confidential □ Observation □ Written
□ Routine □ Sensitive □ Telephone

Classification: □ Secret □ Confidential □ Observation □ Written
□ Unclassified □ In Person □ Telephone

Source: Rocky Mt. News Article

Affiliation: Media

Phone Number: _______________ Information Received Date: 06/099

Prepared by: Barton Kate JCSO

(First Name) (Last Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative:
Newspaper article indicates Brooks Brown took a picture on 05/1999 and posed
with seven boys. Band Hedgesmef at Allwan
and Associates.

Event Date: ___________ Event Time: ___________ References: ___________

Categories: TMT TCM STM

Event Reviewed by: ___________ Lead Required? □ Yes

Lead: Contact David Hedgesman 303 925-5350

Lead Control Number: JC-001-024628

Assigned To: Tim Vand Graber Date: 06/099 Time: ___________

Disposition: Contact David Hedgesman who indicated

that Randy Brown will not allow

the Fire Police have copy of report.

Lead Reviewed by: ___________ Lead Completed? □ Date: ___________

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: ROUTINE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: CHRISTIE, JEAN
Affiliation: CITIZEN
Phone Number: (303) 239-9318  Information Received Date: 04/22/1999  Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN
(I&I)
(JEFCO SO)
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: JEAN CHRISTIE PARENT OF DAUGHTER WHO TAKES DRIVER'S ED FROM
M C M MASTER DRIVE. SHE SITS NEXT TO A GUY NAMED "CHRIS", A MEMBER OF
THE TCM WHOSE PICTURE IS IN TODAY'S DENVER POST. SAID CHRIS SAID
HE WAS GOING TO RUN OVER HIS PARENTS.

Event Date:     Event Time: REFERENCES
Categories:     INTERVIEW

References:

TRENCH COAT MAFIA

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4620
Lead:

JEANE CHRISTIE/INTERVIEW & FOLLOW UP

Assigned To: VONDEROHE, JIM  Date: 06/17/1999  Time: 9:31 AM

Disposition:

DET. VONDEROHE DETERMINED THAT PHONE #303 239-9318 DID NOT
BELONG TO JEAN CHRISTIE BUT INSTEAD IT LISTED TO BETHANY CARE
CENTER. DET. VONDEROHE WAS UNABLE TO LOCATE A LISTING IN
DENVER PHONE BOOK NOR ANY NUMBER SIMILAR TO THE ONE GIVEN IN
THE LEAD SHEET.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/21/1999

JC-001-024629

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
Case ID: 
Control Number: 4620

Priority: 
Classification: 

Source: JEAN
Affiliation: CITIZEN

Phone Number: 303-239-9318 Information Received Date: 0422 Time: 

Prepared by: Estee 
(First Name) 
(Last Name) 
(Component/Agency)

Event Reviewed by: Estee Lead Required? ☑ Yes

Lead: JEAN CHRISTIE - INTERVIEW/FOLLOW UP

Assigned To: DET. JIM VONDERHOE Date: 6-17-98 Time: 

Disposition: DET. VONDERHOE DETERMINED THAT PHONE 303-239-9318 DID NOT BELONG TO JEAN CHRISTIE BUT INSTEAD IT LISTED TO BETHANY CARE CENTER. DET. VONDERHOE WAS UNABLE TO LOCATE A LISTING IN DENVER PHONE BOOK NOR ANY NUMBER SIMILAR TO THE ONE GIVEN IN THE LEAD SHEET.

Lead Reviewed by: ☑ 062199 Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024630
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: ROUTINE Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: COX, CONNIE
Affiliation: CITIZEN
Phone Number: (303) 795-0464 Information Received Date: 04/22/1999 Time: 1:10 PM
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: CONNIE COX STATED THAT HER NEIGHBOR'S DAUGHTER'S BOYFRIEND IS A GOOD FRIEND OF SUSPECTS, MS. COX'S DAUGHTER TOLD HER MOM THE OTHER DAY THAT TWO WEEKS AGO THE GIRL & HER BOYFRIEND KNEW THAT ERIC WAS BUYING GUNS & HAD HIS HATE LIST ON HIS COMPUTER. THE GIRL ACROSS THE STREET IS KRISTEN EPLING, 5754 W LEAWOOD DR, 303-795-8558.

Event Date: Event Time References DN2075

Categories: INFORMATION PARENT - CHS STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: CONTACT CONNIE COX FOR INTERVIEW/FOLLOW UP.

Assigned To: VONDEROHE, JIM Date: 06/25/1999 Time: 2:15 PM

Disposition: THE FOLLOW-UP INVESTIGATION ON THIS LEAD HAS ALREADY BEEN CONDUCTED WITH RESULTS CONTAINED IN INV. GARY CLYMANS REPORT OF 5/24/99, REF: CONTROL #DN2075

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/25/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM UNCLASSIFIED
Ms. Cox stated that her neighbor's daughter's boyfriend is a good friend of suspects. Ms. Cox's daughter told her mom the other day that two weeks ago the girl and her boyfriend knew that Eric was buying guns and had his hate list on his computer. The girl across the street is Christie Epling, address 5754 West Leawood Drive, phone 303-795-8558.
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: ROUTINE   Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: GRAINGER, GARY
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-5310   Information Received Date: 04/22/1999   Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: DICK STRANGE, CLEMENT PARK EMPLOYEE, TOLD CO-WORKER LINDA WORTEN HAD INFO ABOUT SHOOTING BEFORE IT OCCURRED. UNKNOWN AS TO THIS KNOWLEDGE.

Event Date:   Event Time:   References:
Categories: INTERVIEW   WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: KE   Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4622

Lead: CONTACT LINDA WORTEN FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFO, 303-933-9670, 303-987-8706 X 155

Assigned To: TRAVER, MATT   Date: 06/15/1999   Time: 4:29 PM

Disposition: LINDA WORTEN STATED THAT DICK STRANGE WITNESSED BEGINNING OF INCIDENT. STRANGE WAS INTERVIEWED BY FBI.

Lead Reviewed by: SL   Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/22/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM   UNCLASSIFIED   Page 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case ID:</th>
<th>Control Number: 4622</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority:</td>
<td>Classification:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Immediate</td>
<td>□ Secret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Priority</td>
<td>□ Confidential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Routine</td>
<td>□ Sensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source:</td>
<td>□ Unclassified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation:</td>
<td>Method of Contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ In Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>□ Observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number: 371-5711</td>
<td>Information Received Date: 9/12/99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepared by:</td>
<td>Time:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ E.S.</td>
<td>1:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ J.E.S.</td>
<td>5:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Last Name)</td>
<td>(Component/Agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Narrative:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Disk failure □ Crash Loop Failure □ CORDS failure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Date:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Time:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Reviewed by: E.S.</td>
<td>Lead Required?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Control Number:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ B.X.</td>
<td>□ C.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ D.X.</td>
<td>□ E.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ F.X.</td>
<td>□ G.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ H.X.</td>
<td>□ J.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ K.X.</td>
<td>□ L.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ M.X.</td>
<td>□ N.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ O.X.</td>
<td>□ P.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Q.X.</td>
<td>□ R.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ S.X.</td>
<td>□ T.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ U.X.</td>
<td>□ V.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ W.X.</td>
<td>□ X.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Y.X.</td>
<td>□ Z.X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned To: N.B.</td>
<td>Date: 9/16/99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time: 4:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposition: Factual data strange without beginning of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>event. Strange concluded by FBI.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Reviewed by:</td>
<td>Lead Completed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Completed?</td>
<td>Date:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White - Original</td>
<td>Yellow - Rapid Start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC-001-024634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: ROUTINE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LINDSEY, NANCY
Affiliation: CITIZEN
Phone Number: (303) 973-1279
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN
Information Received Date: 06/23/1999  Time: 7:30 AM
I&I/IEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: NANCY LINDSEY WAS IN CLEMENT PARK & HEARD GUNSHOTS & AT THE SAME TIME SAW A MAN WALKING TOWARDS THE SCHOOL WITH A SCOPE & DUFFLE BAG.

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References: INTERVIEW  WITNESS

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: CONTACT NANCY LINDSEY FOR INFO/FOLLOW UP.

Assigned To: TRAVER, MATT  Date: 06/15/1999  Time: 4:30 PM
Disposition: NANCY LINDSEY SAW SUSPICIOUS MAN IN PARK AT THE TIME OF THE SHOOTING.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? Yes  Date: 08/12/1999

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ____________________________ Control Number: 41623

Priority: □ Immediate □ Priority □ Routine
Classification: □ Secret □ Confidential □ Sensitive □ Unclassified

Source: Navy
Affiliation: ______________

Phone Number: 303-973-1078 Information Received Date: 04/02/99 Time: 0230

Prepared by: Fiske
(First Name) (Last Name)

Component/Agency: JCS

Event Narrative: Student was in (campus area)

He was (talking to a friend) and at the same time saw a man walking to class. He school (think, no clue) to try and see if he knew who it was.

Event Date: __________ Event Time: _______ References: ________

Categories:

Event Reviewed by: __________ Lead Required? □ Yes

Lead: ___________________________________________________________________________

Lead Control Number: ___________________________________________________________________________

Assigned To: Mes A1 Date: 04/08/99 Time: __________

Disposition: Saw suspicious man in park on the same

Lead Reviewed by: __________ Lead Completed? □ Date: ______

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024636
**UNCLASSIFIED**

**INFORMATION CONTROL**

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419  
Priority: ROUTINE  
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED  
Source: BOND, DERRIN  
Affiliation: CITIZEN  
Phone Number: (303) 467-1152  
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN  

**Event Narrative:** DERRIN BOND CALLED IN & SAID SUSPECT COMPOSITE MAY BE SOMEONE HE KNOWS, BUT PHYSICAL APPERANCE (HAIR) IS DIFFERENT. THIS PERSON LIVES WITH FATHER IN LAKewood.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WITNESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE  
Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4624  
Lead: CONTACT DERRIN BOND FOR ADDITIONAL INFO

Assigned To: TRAVER, MATT  
Date: 06/15/1999  
Time: 4:31 PM

Disposition: THE INFORMATION DERRIN BOND HAS HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH COLUMBINE, BUT A SEXUAL ASSAULT THAT HAPPENED IN LAKewood. SOMEHOW THIS LEAD WAS FORWARDER TO THE WRONG INVESTIGATION, BOND KNOWS & HAS NO INFORMATION RELATING TO COLUMBINE.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  
Lead Completed? ✔  Date: 06/21/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  
UNCLASSIFIED  
Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ________________ Control Number: 41624

Priority: □ Immediate □ Secret
□ Priority □ Confidential
□ Routine □ Sensitive
□ Unclassified □ Observation

Method of Contact
□ In Person □ Telephone
□ Observation □ Written

Source: Derick Rios

Affiliation: C.J.156

Phone Number: (N) 427-1152 Information Received Date: 05/21/94

Prepared by: Estha K (Last Name) JCSU (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: Summer college is a sad surprise
expanses may be surprising. The known fact
physical appearance (hair) is difficult to
jesign lives with people in college
February 6-11 94

Event Date: __________ Event Time: ______________ References: ______________________

Categories: __________________

Event Reviewed by: Estha Lead Required? □ YES

Lead: CONSENT SUMMER FOR 400 71 84

Lead Control Number: __________________

Assigned To: Travel ATV Date: 3/4/94 Time: 4:20 PM

Disposition: Information has nothing to do with Columbia Travel - actual answer was forwarded
in afternoon. Specifics this lead was forwarded to
are among investigation have known, it's no
information relating to Columbia.

Lead Reviewed by: 06/21/94 Lead Completed? □ Date: __________

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024638
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: ROUTINE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source:  
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: (303) 783-0403
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE
Information Received Date: 06/14/1999  Time: 10:55 AM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: [Redacted] HAS A FRIEND NAMED STEPHANIE MILLER. STEPHANIE HAS A
FRIEND NAME [Redacted] TOLD STEPHANIE THAT HE WAS INDIRECTLY INVOLVED IN COLUMBINE INCIDENT. HE FURTHER
STATED THAT HIS FRIEND, [Redacted] WAS HEAVILY INVOLVED. [Redacted] TOLD
STEPHANIE HE COULD PROVIDE A LOT OF ANSWERS RE: THE COLUMBINE
SHOOTINGS.

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References: INTERVIEW  OTHER - NON COLUMBINE S  SUSPECTS/3RD SHOOTER

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4625

Lead:
INTERVIEW STEPHANIE MILLER, 6256 S COOK ST., 694-0710. PER [Redacted]
STEPHANIE HAS BEEN AFRAID TO TALK TO POLICE BECAUSE OF WHAT JEFF MIGHT DO TO HER IF HE FINDS OUT.

Assigned To: VONDERHOE, JIM
Date: 06/28/1999  Time: 10:47 AM

Disposition: DET. VONDERHOE INTERVIEWED STEPHANIE MILLER ON 6/21/99 WHO
STATED THAT THE [Redacted] IS A GOOD
FRIEND OF HERS. [Redacted] TOLD HER ON 4/25/99 THAT HIS FRIEND,
[Redacted] HAD SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE OF DETAILS RE: SHOOTINGS
AT C.H.S. ON THE NIGHT OF 4/20/99 THAT WAS NOT MADE PUBLIC YET. SHE
SAID SHE KNOWS NO ONE BY THE NAME OF [Redacted]

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  Date: 06/28/1999

JC-001-024639

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ____________________________ Control Number: 4620

Priority: ☐ Immediate ☐ Priority ☐ Routine 
Classification: ☐ Secret ☐ Confidential ☐ Sensitive ☐ Unclassified

Source: [Redacted] 06/18/99

Affiliation: ____________________________

Phone Number: 783-0403 Information Received Date: 06/18/99 Time: 10:55

Prepared by: LUCIANO STEVE JCSO
(First Name) (Component/Agency)
(Last Name)

Event Narrative: SOURCE HAS A FRIEND NAMED STEPHANIE MILLER. STEPHANIE HAS A FRIEND NAMED [Redacted] INTO STEPHANIE THAT HE WAS INDIRECTLY INVOLVED IN COOLIDGE ENCASED. HE FURTHER STATED THAT HIS FRIEND [Redacted] WAS HEAVILY INVOLVED IN TOLD STEPHANIE HE COULD PROVIDE A FEW OF ANSWERS RE: THE COLIBRI SHOOTINGS.

Event Date: __________ Event Time: __________ References: __________

Categories: TST. NTH. NTS

Event Reviewed by: LUCIANO Lead Required? ☑

Lead: INTERVIEW STEPHANIE MILLER

Lead Control Number: 6256 50 COOK ST 694-0210

PER SOURCE STEPHANIE HAS BEEN AFFRAID AFRAID TO TALK TO POLICE BECAUSE OF WHAT [Redacted] NIGHT ON HER IF HE FEARS OUT.

Assigned To: ____________________________ Date: __________ Time: __________


Lead Reviewed by: [Signature] Lead Completed? ☐ Date: __________

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024640
Event Narrative: NIJOLE MORNINGSTAR'S DAUGHTER, LYNN MAKULOWICZ, IS A CHATFIELD H.S. STUDENT. LYNN ADVISED HER MOTHER THAT A RAY SANDHOUSE WAS KICKED OUT OF CHS IN FEB OR MARCH, BUT HE HAD THREATENED TO KILL THE STUDENTS PRIOR TO BEING KICKED OUT. LYNN IS SCARED TO GO BACK TO SCHOOL, AS SHE FEARS THIS INDIVIDUAL WILL COME BACK & KILL THE STUDENTS.

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Assign To: TRAVER, MATT  Disposition: BASED ON ATTACHED NARRATIVE LYNN MAKULOWICZ DOES NOT NEED TO BE INTERVIEWED, LEAD PREPARED TO FIND & INTERVIEW SANDHOUSE (#4730)

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? Date: 06/18/1999
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: __________________________ Control Number: 4/4/26

Priority: □ Immediate □ Secret
□ Priority □ Confidential
□ Routine □ Sensitive

Classification: □ Unclassified

Method of Contact
□ In Person □ Telephone
□ Observation □ Written

Source: N.J. LAWLER STEAR

Affiliation: CITIZEN

Phone Number: 303 904 0544 Information Received Date: 04/22/99 Time: 1345

Prepared by: ESTR

(Last Name) (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: __________________________

Event Date: __________ Event Time: __________ References: __________________________

Categories: CHA UNH T Ha

Event Reviewed by: ESTR Lead Required? □

Lead: CONTACT LYN FOR INFO FOLLOW-UP

Lead Control Number: __________________________

Assigned To: MA - TRAIN - ATI Date: 6/11/99 Time: 4:15 AM

Disposition: Did lead to visit and interview Ray Sandekorn.
Based on attached narrative, Lynne Mesulmene was not need to be interviewed. Lead prepared to find and interview Sandekorn.

Lead Reviewed by: 6/11/99 Lead Completed? □ Date: __________

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024642
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: IMMEDIATE  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: KIEKBUSCH, JOHN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-0211  Information Received Date: 04/20/1999  Time: 11:30 AM
Prepared by: OBBEMA, DIANE

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: KIEKBUSCH, ASSIGNED INV. HEALY TO INTERVIEW VICTIM JEANNA PARK

Event Date:  Event Time:  References: STUDENT - CHS
Categories: INTERVIEW LIBRARY

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INV. HEALY TO INTERVIEW JEANNA PARK

Lead Control Number: DN4627

Assigned To: HEALY, JOHN  Date: 06/14/1999  Time: 4:18 PM

Disposition: INTERVIEW DONE. REPORT SUBMITTED. LEAD CLOSED. JEANNA PARK STATED SHE WAS SHOT FROM BEHIND BY A SUSPECT SHE DID NOT SEE. PARK SAW DYLAN KLEBOLD OUTSIDE THE LIBRARY.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 06/16/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM.
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________________________ Control Number: 4/20/7

Priority: ☑ Immediate Classification: ☑ Secret
☑ Priority ☐ Confidential ☑ Sensitive ☐ Unclassified
☒ Routine ☐ Observation ☐ Written

Source: LT. KIEBUSH

Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 271-0211 Information Received Date: 4-20-99 Time: 1130

Prepared by: OBREMA DANE JCSO
(Last Name) (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: KIEBUSH ASSIGNED INV. HEALY TO INTERVIEW VICTIM JENNA PARK

Event Date: 4-20-99 Event Time: 1130 References:

INT STY VEL LIB

Event Reviewed by: JCSO Lead Required? ☑

Lead: INV. HEALY TO INTERVIEW JENNA PARK

Assigned To: INV. HEALY Date: 04/20/99 Time: 1130

Disposition: INTERVIEW DONE REPORT SUBMITTED
LEAD CLOSED. PARK STATED SHE WAS SHOT FROM BEHIND BY A SUSPECT SHE DID NOT SEE. PARK SAW DYLAN KIEGOLO OUTSIDE THE LIBRARY.

Lead Reviewed by: JCSO Lead Completed? ☑ Date:

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024644
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: GRIFFITH, KRISTIN
Affiliation: CHS STUDENT
Phone Number: (303) 971-0691  Information Received Date: 06/14/1999  Time: 12:00 PM
Prepared by: BROOKS, DAVID

Method of Contact

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative:
INTERVIEWED KRISTIN GRIFFITH ON 051799, REFERENCE A SPECIAL MATTER. AT THAT TIME, WAS TOLD THAT KRISTIN HAS BEEN FORMALLY INTERVIEWED ON PREVIOUS OCCASION. LATER, FOUND OUT KRISTIN HAD NOT BEEN FORMALLY INTERVIEWED.

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References: DN3609
Categories: INTERVIEW  STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: LOCATE & FORMALLY INTERVIEW KRISTIN GRIFFITH. -RELATED TO LEAD 3609

Lead Control Number: DN4628

Assigned To: BROOKS, DAVE  Date: 06/14/1999  Time: 4:24 PM
Disposition: INTERVIEWED BY PHONE ON 06/18/1000. KRISTIN GRIFFITH SAID SHE STAYED HOME FROM SCHOOL ON 4/20/99 BECAUSE SHE WAS ILL. KRISTIN SAID HER MOTHER CALLED THE SCHOOLS ATTENDANCE LINE THAT MORNING TO REPORT HER ABSENCE. SEE DN 3609 AND 3665/RELATED REPORTS.

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed?  

Date: 06/18/1999

Lead Completed?  

Date: 06/18/1999

JC-001-024645

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ____________________________ Control Number: 4628

Priority: □ Immediate Classification: □ Secret
□ Priority □ Confidential
□ Routine □ Sensitive

Method of Contact
□ In Person □ Telephone
□ Observation □ Written

Source: KRISTIN GRIFFITH

Affiliation: CHS STUDENT

Phone Number: 4971-0691 Information Received Date: 06/14/99 Time:

Prepared by: BEECKS DAVE JCSO
(First Name) (Last Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: INTERVIEWED SOURCE ON 05/17/99. SOURCE HAD BEEN FORMALLY INTERVIEWED ON PREVIOUS OCCASION. LATER FOUND SOURCE MAY NOT HAVE BEEN FORMALLY INTERVIEWED.

Event Date: ___________ Event Time: _________ References: ___________

Categories:

JNT STU

Event Reviewed by: C62 Lead Required? □

Lead: LOCATE & FORMALLY INTERVIEW SOURCE.
- RELATED TO LEAD 3609 -

Lead Control Number:

Assigned To: BEECKS Date: 06/14/99 Time: 1600

Disposition: INTERVIEWED BY PHONE ON 06/18/99. KRISTIN SAID SHE STAYED HOME FROM SCHOOL ON 04/09/99 BECAUSE SHE WAS ILL. KRISTIN SAID HER MOTHER CALLED THE SCHOOLS ATTENDANCE LINE THAT MORNING TO REPORT HER ABSENCE.
SEE ON 3609 AND ON 3065 RELATED REPORTS

Lead Reviewed by: □ 06/19/99 Lead Completed? □ Date: ________

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

REPORT ATTACHED

JC-001-024646
MICKEY WILKINSON CALLED AND SAID HE HAS ACCESS TO ROBOTIC CAMERAS TO LOOK FOR BOMBS AND WANTS TO VOLUNTEER SERVICES.
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ____________________________ Control Number: 4629

Priority: □ Immediate
☐ Priority
☐ Routine
Classification: □ Secret
☐ Confidential
☐ Sensitive
☐ Unclassified

Source: Capt. Granada

Affiliation: JC50

Phone Number: 271-5310 Information Received Date: 07/22/97 Time: ___________

Prepared by: Esten K
(Last Name) (First Name) (Component/Agency) JC50

Event Narrative: Micky Wilkinson called and stated he has access to robotic cameras to look for bombs and wants to volunteer services.

Event Date: ____________ Event Time: ____________ References: __________________________

Categories: Info Born

Event Reviewed by: Esten Lead Required? ☐ No

Lead: Info Only

Lead Control Number: ____________________________

Assigned To: ____________________________ Date: ____________ Time: ____________

Disposition: Info Only / No Report

Lead Reviewed by: ____________________________ Lead Completed? ☐ Date: ____________

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024648
LINDA BOWLES ADVISED THAT SHE WAS TOLD BY THE FATHER OF A CHS STUDENT THAT HIS DAUGHTER (TANYA) WAS LOCKED IN AN OFFICE OFF THE KITCHEN, AND WHEN SHE GOT OUT RAN TO HER FATHER SAYING "DADDY, DADDY, I THOUGHT I WANTED TO DIE."

CONTACT LINDA BOWLES TO INTERVIEW DAUGHTER TANYA (303) 745-3857. CANNOT FIND NAME/ADDRESS ON STUDENT INFORMATION LIST. PLEASE CALL AND GET ADDRESS/BIOGRAPHICAL DATA.
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: LINDA BOWLES
Affiliation: 
Phone Number: 303-745-3857

Prepared by: BRIAN CROOKS - JC50

Date: 4-23-99 Time: 0900

NARRATIVE: RP ADVISED THAT SHE WAS TOLD BY THE MOTHER OF A CHS STUDENT THAT HIS DAUGHTER (TANYA) WAS LOCKED IN AN OFFICE OFF THE KITCHEN, AND WHEN SHE CAME OUT RAN TO HER FATHER SAYING "DADDY, DADDY, I THOUGHT I WANTED TO DIE."

Narrative reviewed by: 
Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

Categories
CAF

WIT

INT

Assignment to: Paul Scott, NPO Date: 5/5/99.
LEAD: CONTACT LINDA BOWLES TO INTERVENE DAUGHTER TANYA (303) 745-3857.

DISPOSITION: No information available

JG-001-024651

Lead Completed: 
White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

continued
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: SMALLEY, LAURA
Affiliation: STUDENT-CHS
Phone Number: (303) 933-3291
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN

Event Narrative: LAURA SMALLEY WAS PRESENT AT THE SHOOTING & WAS INTERVIEWED. SHE SAID ADAM THOMAS MADE REFERENCE TO THE SHOOTING, PRIOR TO INCIDENT IN SCIENCE CLASS.

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: 

Event Reviewed by: KE 
Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW ADAM THOMAS, A CHS STUDENT.

Assigned To: ERZEN, LARRY
Date: 06/15/1999 Time: 11:00 AM

Disposition: ADAM THOMAS WAS OUTSIDE NEAR THE TOP OF THE STAIRS, WEST OF CAFETERIA, WITH DENNY ROWE, MICHAEL JOHNSON, MARK TAYLOR & JOHN COOK. SEES ERIC HARRIS & DYLAN KLEBOLD STANDING AT TOP OF STAIRS LIGHTING FIREWORKS. ERIC POINTS A GUN AT ADAM AND HIS FRIENDS AND STARTS SHOOTING. DYLAN SHOOTS A FEMALE WHO IS STANDING JUST SOUTH AT THE BOTTOM OF THE STAIRS. ADAM SEES MARK TAYLOR AND MICHAEL JOHNSON GET SHOT.

Lead Reviewed by: SL 
Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 07/21/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: __________________________ Control Number: 4631

Priority: ☐ Immediate ☐ Secret
☐ Priority ☐ Confidential
☐ Routine ☐ Sensitive
☐ Unclassified ☐ Unclassified

Method of Contact
☐ In Person ☐ Telephone
☐ Observation ☐ Written

Source: Laura Smalley

Affiliation: STUDENT - CHS

Phone Number: 933-3291 Information Received Date: 042299 Time: 12:00 PM

Prepared by: Ester K
(First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: Source was present at shooting + interviewed. She stated Adam Thomas
made reference to the shooting prior to
the incident.

Event Date: Event Time: References: __________________________

Categories: WIT STU INF DS E-H

Event Reviewed by: Ester Lead Required? ☑

110482 Lead Control Number:

Lead: Interviewed Adam Thomas, a CHS student,
about prior statements. Also interviewed
Thomas about his observations during the
shooting.

7258 S. Ives CT
Aleece 973-3313 x 324
Area C 80128

ASSIGNED TO: Elen

Assigned To: Elen
Date: 070899 Time: 11050

Disposition: Adam was outside near the top of the stairs west of cafeteria,
with Shawn, Ben, Michael, Anthony and John.

Saw Elyas Harris + Dylan & Dylan standing at top of stairs
lighting fireworks. Both pixie called Adam and her friends and
starts shooting. Dylan shot a cascaded 3 inch round just south of
the bottom of the stairs. Adam sees man named Mark and Michael toward the

Lead Reviewed by: E

Lead Completed? ☑ Date:

White - Original 072199 Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024652
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: ROUTINE Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ATANASIO, RUSS
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (888) 471-1274 Information Received Date: 06/15/1999 Time: 3:00 PM
Prepared by: ATANASIO, RUSSELL

Event Narrative: AMANDA SANCHEZ IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date:</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>STUDENT - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4632
Lead:
INTERVIEW AMANDA SANCHEZ, 2722 S STUART ST, 936-3591.

Assigned To: ERZEN, LARRY Date: 06/15/1999 Time: 3:34 PM
Disposition: AMANDA SANCHEZ WAS HOME SICK RECOVERING FROM A CAR ACCIDENT. AMANDA HAD NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO PASS ON.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 06/25/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

 CONTROL NUMBER: H1122

 SOURCE: SA Russ Atanasio
 Affiliation: FBI
 Phone Number: 888-471-1274
 Prepared by: SAME

 NARRATIVE: Amanda Sanchez IS ON THE A LUNCH LIST.

 Lead Set? (Y/N): Y

 INT

 STU

 Categories

 Assigned to: Larry Erwin - JCSO
 LEAD: INTERVIEW: Amanda Sanchez 072232
 2722 S. Stuart St
 936 - 359 / Dine 80236

 DISPOSITION: Amanda was home sick, recovered from a car accident. Amanda had no additional information to pass on.

 Lead Completed: 06/17/99

 Lead Completed: 06/17/99

 White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ATANASIO, RUSS SA
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (888) 471-1274 Information Received Date: 06/15/1999 Time: 3:00 PM
Prepared by: ATANASIO, RUSSELL

Event Narrative: ARIEL SALAZAR IS ON THE "A" LUNCH LIST

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4633

Lead: INTERVIEW ARIEL SALAZAR. DOB 06/09/81, 7765 W. OTTAWA DR. 972-9808.

Assigned To: ERZEN, LARRY Date: 06/15/1999 Time: 3:38 PM

Disposition: ARIEL SALAZAR LEFT SCHOOL AT 1120 HRS WITH HIS FRIEND JOSH HAMPSHIRE AND ROBERT SCHARTON. THEY EXITED THE SCHOOL VIA THE MAIN ENTRANCE WALKED TO JOSH'S CAR THAT WAS PARKED IN CLEMENT PARK SAW STUDENTS RUNNING HAD NO IDEA WHAT WAS HAPPENING, DIDN'T OBSERVE ANY GUNMEN.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/25/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

CONTROL NUMBER: 4623

SOURCE: SA Russ Atanasio
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: 888-471-1224

Prepared by: SAME

Date: Time: 03:00 PM

NARRATIVE: Ariel Salazar is on the A Lunch List

Assigned to: Larry Green - JCS
Lead: INTERVIEW Ariel Salazar

7765 W. Ottawa Dr
972-9905
341 Bryant St 0024

DISPOSITION: Ariel left school at 1120. Hard work and his
response was the same. Ariel walked to Josh's
home that was located in the park. He

Lead Completed: 8/24/99

White - Original
Yellow - Rapid Start
Pink - Lead

JC-001-024656
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ATANASIO, RUSS
Affiliation: FBI
Phone Number: (888) 471-1274
Prepared by: ATANASIO, RUSSELL

Event Narrative: LEVI YAZZIE IS ON THE 'A' LUNCH LIST

Information Received Date: 06/05/1999
Time: 12:00 PM

Method of Contact
☑ In Person  ☐ Telephone/Radio
☐ Observation  ☐ Written

I&I/FBI
(Component/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW LEVI YAZZIE, 7387 W FREMONT DR, 948-5987, DUP LEAD TO 3883

Lead Control Number: DN4634

Lead: INTERVIEW LEVI YAZZIE, 7387 W FREMONT DR, 948-5987, DUP LEAD TO 3883

Assigned To: LOCK, LONNIE
Date: 06/16/1999
Time: 9:00 AM

Disposition: LEVI YAZZIE ALREADY SPOKE WITH INV. DAVE BROOKS. LEVI WAS NOT AT SCHOOL. HE LEFT FOR LUNCH. SEE DN 3883

Lead Reviewed by: SL
Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 06/22/1999

JC-001-024657

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: S. Ross Atanasov  
Affiliation: FBI  
Phone Number: 888-471-1224

Prepared by: Same  
Date: 04/01/99  
Time: ___

NARRATIVE: Levi Yazzie is on time a lunch list  

Categories  

INT  

LEAD: INTERVIEW LEVI YAZZIE  
738 W. PREMONT  
948-5987

DISPOSITION: ALREADY SPOKEN WITH INV. DAVE BROOKS

LEVI WAS NOT AT SCHOOL. NO CERT FOR LUNCH
NO SNI PROVING - IN 9883

Lead Completed: 04/01/99

JC-001-024658

White - Original    Yellow - Rapid Start    Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: BOYER, JESSE
Affiliation: STUDENT/CHS
Phone Number: (303) 798-9070 Information Received Date: 06/17/1999
Prepared by: REKER, RICK
Time: 9:00 AM
Event Narrative: JESSE BOYER WAS IN LUNCHROOM AT 10:15 WITH RYAN ISHINO

Event Date: Event Time
Categories: CAFETERIA INTERVIEW STUDENT - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4635
Lead: RYAN ISHINO SHOULD BE INTERVIEWED TO SEE IF HE SAW DUFFLE BAGS IN CAFETERIA, 798-6505, 6676 W. LEAWOOD DR.

Assigned To: REKER, RICK Date: 06/21/1999 Time: 3:58 PM
Disposition: RYAN ISHINO IN CAFETERIA ON 4-20-99 FROM 1020 UNTIL 1110. LEFT OUT MAIN ENTRANCE & WENT TO THE MALL FOR LUNCH. DID NOT SEE ANYTHING UNUSUAL IN CAFETERIA, WAS SITTING AT TABLE E OR F.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? Date: 06/21/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

SOURCE: JESSIE BOYER
Affiliation: STUDENT/LHS
Phone Number: 703-798-9070
Prepared by: RICKER

CONTROL NUMBER: 4635
Method of Contact:

Date: 06/14/99
Time:

NARRATIVE: BOYER WAS IN LUNCHROOM AT 10:15 WITH RYAN ISHIINO

Categories

TNT  STU  CAF

Assigned to: RICKER

LEAD: ISHIINO SHOULD BE INTERVIEWED TO SEE IF HE SAW BUFFALO BATS IN CAFETERIA

DISPOSITION: IN CAFETERIA ON 04/20/99 FROM 1020 AM TO 11:10 LEFT OUT MAIN ENTRANCE AND WENT TO THE MALL FOR LUNCH. DID NOT SEE ANYTHING UNSUSUAL IN CAFETERIA. WAS SITTING AT TABLE F18E

JC-001-024660

D80499
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-8865
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Event Narrative: BEVERLY WILLIAMS, 213 CANTRIL ST., CASTLE ROCK, 80104, 688-5206, EMPLOYEE AT CHS

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW BEVERLY WILLIAMS

Assigned To: BATTAN, KATE
Disposition: BEVERLY WILLIAMS WAS ALREADY INTERVIEWED UNDER CONTROL #1581. NO REPORT FOR THIS LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: KAB  Lead Completed?  Date: 07/12/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  UNCLASSIFIED

Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________________________ Control Number: 7636

Priority: □ Immediate Classification: □ Secret  Method of Contact
□ Priority □ Confidential □ In Person
□ Routine □ Sensitive □ Telephone

Source: STEVE LUCZANO

Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 211 881 5 Information Received Date: 6/6/99 Time:

Prepared by: LUCZANO STEVE  JCSO
(First Name)  (Component/Agency)

(Components) STEVE AT COLUMBIA H.S.

Event Narrative:

Event Date: ___________________________ Event Time: __________ References:

Categories: INT SIA

Event Reviewed by: LUCZANO Lead Required? □

Lead: INTERVIEW / DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS

LEWIS / BEVERLY (03/20/45)

CANTRELL CASTLE ROCK 80114

LEBO 5206 (Biology Teacher)

Assigned To: ESTE Date: 02/15/99 Time:

Disposition: Man 6/11/99 was interviewed under control #1541. See report for details. No report @ this time (Dupicate)

Lead Reviewed by: ESTE Lead Completed? □ Date: 02/15/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024662
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-8865  Information Received Date: 06/16/1999  Time: 9:00 AM
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT CHS KITT WEST

Event Date:  Event Time: References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4637

Lead: KITT WEST, 6461 S OAK CT., LITTLETON, CO. 80127, 833-8611

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN  Date: 07/12/1999  Time: 1:19 PM
Disposition: KITT WEST WAS NOT WORKING AT CHS DURING INCIDENT. SHE WAS WORKING AT DAKOTA RIDGE H.S. AT '98-'99 SCHOOL YEAR. COULD NOT PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION. NO REPORT WITH THIS LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: KDE  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 07/12/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________________________ Control Number: 4637

Priority: □ Immediate □ Secret
□ Priority □ Confidential
□ Routine □ Sensitive
□ Unclassified □ Unclassified

Source: STEVE LUCZANO

Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 271-8865 Information Received Date: 06/21/99 Time: __________

Prepared by: LUCZANO STEVE JCSO

(First Name) (Last Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBIA H.S.

Event Date: __________ Event Time: __________ References: __________

Categories: INSTA __________

Event Reviewed by: LUCZANO Lead Required? □

Lead Control Number: __________

Lead: INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS

WEST, KITT (10/13/00)

6461 S. OAK ST

33-8611 (Cafeteria Worker)

Assigned To: ESTEY Date: 07/13/99 Time: __________

Disposition: KITT WAS NOT WORKING AT CHS DURING INCIDENT. SHE WAS WORKING AT OAK ST. RICH H.S. 98-99 SCHOOL YEAR CANNOT PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION. NO REQUEST TO THIS LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: ESTEY Lead Completed? □ Date: 07/13/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024664
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-8865
Information Received Date: 06/16/1999
Time: 9:00 AM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE
Event Narrative: SUSAN VANHALEN, 9106 W MONTICELLO PL. LITTLETON, CO. 80123, 933-2548, EMPLOYEE AT CHS

Event Date:    Event Time    References
Categories:    INTERVIEW    STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL    Lead Required? YES

Lead:    INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS.  SUSAN VANHALEN, DOB/10-19-63, 9106 W. MONTICELLO PL., LITTLETON, CO 80123 (303) 933-2548

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN
Date: 07/09/1999    Time: 12:55 PM

Disposition: SUSAN VANHALEN WAS A COOK AT CHS AND EMPLOYED UNTIL JANUARY 1999. SHE WAS NOT AT SCHOOL DURING THE INCIDENT AND DID NOT PROVIDE ANY FURTHER INFORMATION. NO REPORT WITH THIS LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: KE    Lead Completed? YES    Date: 07/12/1999

Control Number: DN4638
Method of Contact
○ In Person    ○ Telephone/Radio
○ Observation    ○ Written

Lead Control Number: DN4638

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ________________ Control Number: 4/638

Priority: ☐ Immediate Classification: ☐ Secret
☐ Priority ☐ Confidential ☐ Sensitive
☐ Routine ☐ Unclassified

Method of Contact
☐ In Person ☐ Telephone
☐ Observation ☑ Written

Source: STEVE LUCIANO

Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 2718865 Information Received Date: 06/16/99 Time: ______

Prepared by: LUCIANO STEVE JCSO (Last Name) (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBINE H.S.

Event Date: ______ Event Time: ______ References: ______

INT SIA Categories: ______

Event Reviewed by: LUCIANO Lead Required? ☑

Lead Control Number:

Lead: INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS

VAN HALEN SUSAN (10/19/63)
9106 W MONTGOMERY PL
LITTLETON CO 80123
933-2345

Assigned To: ESTEY Date: 07/07/97 Time: ______

Disposition: SUSAN was a cook at C.H.S. and employed
up until January 1997. She was not at school
during the incident and did not provide any
further information. No report at this time.

Lead Reviewed by: ESTEY Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 07/07/97

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
JC-001-024666
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-8665  Information Received Date: 06/15/1999  Time: 9:00 AM
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Event Narrative: KEVIN TUCKER, 7110 ZENOBIA ST., WESTMINSTER, 80030, 657-9671, EMPLOYEE AT CHS

---

Event Date: Event Time  References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

---

Lead: INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. KEVIN TUCKER, 7110 ZENOBIA ST. WESTMINSTER, 80030, 657-9671.

---

Assigned To: ERZEN, LARRY  Date: 08/10/1999  Time: 3:35 PM

Disposition: KEVIN TUCKER WAS TEACHING IN THE TECH LAB AROUND 11:15-11:20 A.M. HEARS LOUD BANGING IN THE HALL. KEVIN LOOKS OUT SEES STUDENTS RUNNING AND SCREAMING "SOMEBODY IS SHOOTING". HOLDS HIS STUDENTS IN CLASS WAITS A FEW MINUTES TAKES HIS CLASS NORTH DOWN HALL NEAR COUNSELORS OFFICE. STUDENTS RUN TO SMOKERS PIT. KEVIN HEARS GUNFIRE BUT NEVER SEE'S THE GUNMEN.

---

Lead Reviewed by: SL  Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 08/10/1999

---

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________________________  Control Number: 4639

Priority: ☐ Immediate  Classification: ☐ Secret  Method of Contact
☐ Priority  ☐ Confidential  ☐ In Person
☐ Routine  ☐ Sensitive  ☐ Telephone

Source: STEVE LUCIANO

Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 271-8865  Information Received Date: 06/1999  Time: ____________

Prepared by: LUCIANO STEVE  JCSO
(Last Name)  (First Name)  (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBINE H.S.

Event Date: ____________  Event Time: ____________  References: __________________________

Categories: INT  STA  __________________________

Event Reviewed by: LUCIANO  Lead Required? ☐

Lead: INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS  Lead Control Number:
TUCKER KEVEN  032030
7110 ZENITH ST
WESTMINSTER, CO 80030
537-9677

Assigned To: KEVEN  Date: 07/21/99  Time: ____________

Disposition: KEVEN TEACHES IN THE TECH LAB AROUND 11:15-11:20 A.M.
HEARD LOUD TALKING IN HALL. KEVEN LOOKS OUT HIS STUDENT'S WINDOW
AND comments "SOMEBODY IS ENGAGING." NOTES HIS STUDENT TO
CLASS WALKS A FEW MINUTES TAKES HIS CLASS TO HALL.
HEARD COUNSELORS OFFICE AND STUDENTS RUN TO SMALLER AREA.
PONTED HEARD OUR FIRE BUT NEVER SAW THE GUN.

Lead Reviewed by: LUCIANO  Lead Completed? ☐ Date: ____________

White - Original  08/09/99  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead

JC-001-024668
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-8865
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE
Event Narrative: BARBARA THOMS, 8652 W PROGRESS DR., LITTLETON, 80123, 979-1737, EMPLOYEE AT CHS

Information Received Date: 06/16/1999 Time: 8:00 AM
I&I/JEFCO SO (Component/Agency)

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW BARBARA THOMS

Assigned To: LUCIANO, STEVE Date: 08/16/1999 Time: 4:24 PM
Disposition: PHONE INTERVIEW ON 8-16-99. BARBARA THOMS LEFT SCHOOL AT ABOUT 1055 ON 4-20-99 OUT THROUGH MAIN DOORS. THOMS IS A MATH TEACHER.

Lead Reviewed by: SL Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 08/16/1999

Control Number: DN4640

Lead Control Number: DN4640

J-001-024669

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: _____________________ Control Number: 4640

Priority: □ Immediate Classification: □ Secret
□ Priority □ Confidential
□ Routine □ Sensitive
□ Unclassified

Source: STEVE LUCIANO

Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 271-8865 Information Received Date: 04/16/99 Time: _______

Prepared by: LUCIANO (Last Name) STEVE (First Name) JCSO (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBINE H.S.

Event Date: _______ Event Time: _______ References: _______

Categories: INT STA _______

Event Reviewed by: LUCIANO Lead Required? ☑

Lead: INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS

THOMS, BARBARA
8652 W. FRANKLIN DR
LITTLETON 80123
979-1717

Assigned To: _______ Date: _______ Time: _______

Disposition: PHONE INTERVIEW ON 04/16/99. LEFT SCHOOL AT ABOUT 10:55 ON 04/19. OUT THROUGH MAIN DOORS.
THOMS IS A MATH TEACHER.

Lead Reviewed by: 82 08/16/99 Lead Completed? ☑ Date: _______

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-8865
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Information Received Date: 06/15/1999
Time: 9:00 AM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: THOMAS TONELLI, 932-9698, EMPLOYEE AT CHS

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4641

Lead: INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. THOMAS TONELLI, 303-932-9698

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN
Date: 07/12/1999 Time: 9:06 AM

Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD-SEE CONTROL #1699 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. TOM WAS NOT @ CHS DURING INCIDENT. HAD NO RELEVANT INFORMATION. NO REPORT WITH THIS LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: KE
Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 07/19/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________ Control Number: 4641

Priority: ☐ Immediate Classification: ☐ Secret
☐ Priority ☐ Confidential ☐ Sensitive
☐ Routine ☐ Unclassified

Method of Contact
☐ In Person ☐ Telephone
☐ Observation ☐ Written

Source: STEVE LUCIANO
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: 271-8865 Information Received Date: 05/16/99 Time: 9:00 AM
Prepared by: LUCIANO STEVE JCSO (Last Name) (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBIA H.S.

Event Date: ___________ Event Time: ___________ References: ___________

Categories: INT STA

Event Reviewed by: LUCIANO Lead Required? ☑

Lead: INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS
TOMLIN, THOMAS
932-4698

Assigned To: ESTE Date: 02/09/99 Time:

Disposal: DUPLICATE - LAW - SEE CONTRACT # 1699
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ITEM WAS NOT @ CHS
ALCOHOL INCIDENT HAD NO RELEVANT INFORMATION
NO REPORT @ THIS LEAD

Lead Reviewed by: ESTE Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 02/09/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024672
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-8865
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE
Event Narrative: GARY TALOCO, 14036 W BATES CT., LAKEWOOD, 80228, 989-7089, EMPLOYEE AT CHS

Event Date:  
Event Time:  
References: STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  
Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW GARY TALOCO

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN  
Date: 07/12/1999  
Time: 1:51 PM
Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD #2617

Lead Reviewed by: KAB  
Lead Completed?  
Date: 07/12/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ________________ Control Number: 4642

Priority: □ Immediate □ Secret
□ Priority □ Confidential
□ Routine □ Sensitive
□ Source: STEVE LUCZAND
□ Unclassified

Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 271-8865 Information Received Date: 06/16/99 Time: ___________

Prepared by: LUCZAND STEVE JCSO (Last Name) (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBINE H.S.

Event Date: ___________ Event Time: ___________ References: ___________

Categories: INT STA

Event Reviewed by: LUCZAND Lead Required? □

Lead Control Number:

Lead INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS

TALOCCO, GARY
14036 W. PALFREY CT
LAKewood, CO 80228
989-7089

Assigned To: Eyer Date: 07/23/99 Time: ___________

Disposition: Duplicate Case: See Control # 2617 For
Report & Additional Information

No Report on This Lead

Lead Reviewed by: ___________ Lead Completed? □ Date: 07/23/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024674
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-8865
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE
Event Narrative: MARY SWANSON, 7732 W GLASGOW PL, LITTLETON, 80128, 979-6476, EMPLOYEE AT CHS

Event Date:
Event Time: References
Categories: INTERVIEW STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW MARY SWANSON

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN
Date: 07/15/1999 Time: 10:07 AM
Disposition: MARY SWANSON WAS ENROUTE TO CHS AS SHE WORKS 11:45 TO 3:30 HRS. SHE WAS DIVERTED AWAY FROM SCHOOL BY FIRE PERSONNEL AT PIERCE/WEAVER. SHE DID NOT SEE OR HEAR ANYTHING SPECIFIC TO THIS INCIDENT. NO REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: KE
Lead Completed? Date: 07/15/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ____________________________ Control Number: 41643

Priority: ☐ Immediate Classification: ☐ Secret
☐ Priority ☐ Confidential
☐ Routine ☐ Sensitive
☐ Unclassified

Source: STEVE LUCIANO

Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 271-8865 Information Received Date: 06/16/99 Time: __________

Prepared by: LUCIANO STEVE JCSO (Last Name) (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBIA HS.

Event Date: __________ Event Time: __________ References: __________

Categories: INT STA __________

Event Reviewed by: LUCIANO Lead Required? ☑

Lead Control Number: INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS SWANSON, MARY (09/10/37)
732 W. GLASGOW PL LITTLETON, CO 80128
(Library/Media 979-6476)

Assigned To: Ester (Specialist) Date: 07/12/99 Time: __________

Disposition: Mary was engaged to CHS as she worked 1145 to 1530 hours. She was diverted away from school by First Perfomed at Pichie School when she did not get or have any work specific to this incident. No Report.

Lead Reviewed by: Ester Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 07/12/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024676
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-8865  Information Received Date: 06/16/1999  Time: 9:00 AM
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBINE H.S. BRUCE STOEKLEN

Event Date:  Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW  STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4644

Lead: INTERVIEW BRUCE STOEKLEN, DOB/05-21-54. 1938 S. BALSAM ST., LAKEWOOD, CO 80227 BUSINESS TEACHER 988-7238.

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN  Date: 07/09/1999  Time: 12:59 PM

Disposition: BRUCE STOEKLEN WAS RETURNING FROM FIELD TRIP IN VAIL WHEN INCIDENT OCCURRED. HE RETURNED AT ABOUT 1230 HOURS AND TOOK STUDENTS HOME. HE WAS NOT IN AREA AND COULD NOT PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION. NO REPORT WITH THIS LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: KDE

Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 07/12/1999

JC-001-024677

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________________________ Control Number: H44244

Priority: □ Immediate □ Priority □ Routine
Classification: □ Secret □ Confidential □ Sensitive □ Unclassified

Source: STEVE LUCAS
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: 271-8865 Information Received Date: 06/29/99 Time: __________

Prepared by: LUCAS (Last Name) STEVE (First Name) JCSO (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBINE H.S.

Event Date: __________ Event Time: __________ References: __________

Categories: INT SPA __________

Event Reviewed by: LUCAS Lead Required? □

Lead Control Number: __________

Lead: INTERVIEW/OBSERVATION

SIO Sklen, Bruce (05/21/91)
1938 SO BALSAM ST
LAKEWOOD, SD 57207

Business Hand: 988-7238

Assigned To: ESTA Date: 07/09/97 Time: __________

Disposition: BRUCE WAS RETURNED FROM FIELD TRIP UNTIL LATER INCIDENT OCCURRED. HE RETURNED AT ABOUT 1830 HRS. AND TOOK STUDENTS HOME. HE WAS NOT IN AREA AND COULD NOT PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION. NO REPORT ON THIS LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: ESTA Lead Completed? □ Date: 07/07/97

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024678
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-8865
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBINE H.S. PATTI STEVENS

Information Received Date: 05/16/1999	Time: 9:00 AM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Date:
Event Time
Categories: INTERVIEW
References: STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL	Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. PATTI STEVENS, 5151 W 2ND AVE, DENVER, 80219, 935-7343 (SPEC. ED. TUTOR)

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN
Date: 07/10/1999	Time: 1:22 PM

Disposition: DUPLICATE LEAD. SEE INFO ON #1436 AND #2175 IN REFERENCE TO INTERVIEW(S) WITH PATTI STEVENS. NO REPORT WITH THIS LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: KE

Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 07/19/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 
Control Number: 4645
Priority: 
Classification: 
Method of Contact
☐ Immediate
☐ Secret
☐ In Person
☐ Priority
☐ Confidential
☐ Telephone
☐ Routine
☐ Sensitive
☐ Observation
☐ Routine
☐ Confident

Source: STEVE LUCIAND
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: 303-884-5 Information Received Date: 06/14/99 Time:
Prepared by: LUCIAND STEVE JCSO
(First Name) (Component/Agency)
Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBINE H.S.

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: 

Categories: 

Event Reviewed by: LUCIAND Lead Required? ☑

Lead Control Number: 

Lead: INTERVIEW / DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS
(01/10/04)
STEVEN'S PATTE 935-7343
5151 W. 2ND AVE
DENVER, CO 80219 (5055 7050 7050)

Assigned To: ESTER Date: 02/10/99 Time: 

Disposition: Duplicate Loss. See Info on #1436

Lead Reviewed by: ESTER Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 02/10/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY    Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: LUCIANO, STEVE
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 271-8865
Prepared by: LUCIANO, STEVE

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT CHS, CAROLYN STEEN

Event Date:          Event Time:          References
Categories:          INTERVIEW            STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: SL    Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4646

Lead: INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. CAROLYN STEEN, 10328 CRESTONE MTN, LITTLETON, 80127, 973-5671.

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN    Date: 07/10/1999    Time: 1:30 PM

Disposition: CAROLYN HAS NOT WORKED AT CHS SINCE AUGUST 1998. SHE NOW WORKS AS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT AT DEER CREEK MIDDLE SCHOOL. SHE WAS NOT AT CHS DURING INCIDENT. NO REPORT WITH THIS LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: KDE    Lead Completed? ✔ Date: 07/12/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________________________ Control Number: 5674

Priority: □ Immediate □ Priority □ Routine
Classification: □ Secret □ Confidential □ Sensitive □ Unclassified

Source: STEVE LUCIANO
Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 271-5665 Information Received Date: 06/1999 Time: __________

Prepared by: LUCIANO STEVE JCSO
(First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT COLUMBIA H.S.__________

Event Date: __________ Event Time: __________ References: __________________

Categories: [INT] [STA] ______

Event Reviewed by: LUCIANO Lead Required? □

Lead: INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS

LEAD CONTROL NUMBER: STEEN, CARDYN (04/29/10)

16328 CREST HILL MTH

Assigned To: ESTER Date: 07/10/99 Time: __________

Disposition: CARDYN HAS NOT WORKED AT CNS SINCE
AUG 1998. SHE NOW WORKS AS EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANT AT OUR CHESTNUT HILL SCHOOL. SHE
HAS NOT AT CNS AS LIBRARY TECH.
NO REPORT AT 7/14/99

Lead Reviewed by: ESTER Lead Completed? □ Date: 07/10/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-204682
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ESTER, KEN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 206-0921
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN

Information Received Date: 06/15/1999 Time: 9:00 AM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: KATHLEEN KEFFER, 7419 S DEPEW ST., 979-6237, EMPLOYEE AT CHS

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW KATHLEEN KEFFER

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN Date: 07/15/1999 Time: 9:57 AM

Disposition: KATHLEEN KEFFER WAS AT DIA COMING IN FROM CALIFORNIA DURING INCIDENT. SHE COULD NOT PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION ABOUT CHS SHOOTING. NO REPORT ON THIS LEAD.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? Date: 07/15/1999

Control Number: DN4647

Lead Control Number: DN4647

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________________________ Control Number: 6/649

Priority: □ Immediate
□ Priority
□ Routine

Classification: □ Secret
□ Confidential
□ Sensitive
□ Unclassified

Method of Contact
□ In Person
□ Telephone
□ Observation
□ Written

Source: Esten

Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 205-0721 Information Received Date: 06/16/91 Time: __________

Prepared by: Esten (Last Name) JCSO (Component/Agency) (First Name)

Event Narrative: Employer of CHS

Event Date: __________ Event Time: __________ References: __________

Categories: STA 1st

Event Reviewed by: Esten Lead Required? ☒

Lead: Determine OBSERVATIONS

Kathleen Keim 2/9 50 Fawn St
979-6237 (Volunteer)

Assigned To: Esten Date: 07/19/91 Time: __________

Disposition: Kathleen was @ DIA come in from California during event. She could not provide any information about CHS she tied.

NO REPORT @ THIS TIME

Lead Reviewed by: Esten Lead Completed? ☒ Date: 07/12/94

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024684
Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ESTER, KEN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 205-0921
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN

Event Narrative: KEVIN LAND, 2005 S ZEPHYR CT., 985-2009, EMPLOYEE AT CHS

Event Date: 
Event Time: 
References: INTERVIEW

Categories: INTERVIEW STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW/DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS, KEVIN LAND

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN Date: 07/21/1999 Time: 9:27 AM

Disposition: KEVIN LAND WAS IN A MEETING OFF CAMPUS WHEN NOTIFIED OF INCIDENT. HE RESPONDED TO LEAWOOD ELEM. SCHOOL AND ASSISTED IN ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES LOCATING STUDENTS WITH PARENTS. HE LATER VISITED TEACHER PATI NIELSON AT HER HOME AND OFFERED SUPPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? Date: 07/21/1999

Lead Control Number: DN4648

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ________________________________ Control Number: 4648

Priority: □ Immediate □ Priority □ Routine Classification: □ Secret □ Confidential □ Sensitive □ Unclassified

Source: ESK

Affiliation: JCD

Phone Number: 205-0721 Information Received Date: 06/16/97 Time: __________

Prepared by: ESK (Last Name) (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: Employee  @ CHI

Event Date: __________ Event Time: __________ References: __________

Categories: __________

Event Reviewed by: ESK Lead Required? ☒

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS

Lead Control Number: __________________

Lead: KEVIN LAND (03/01/65)

Assigned To: ESK Date: 07/14/97 Time: __________

Disposition: KEVIN was at multiple sites: campus where he assisted in administration duties, assisting with student counseling and orientation. He assisted with student outreach efforts.

Lead Reviewed by: [signature] Lead Completed? ☒ Date: 07/19/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024686
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY     Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ESTER, KEN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 205-0921     Information Received Date: 06/16/1999     Time: 9:00 AM
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN
I&I/JEFCCO SO
(Component/Agency)
Event Narrative: JULIE LEBSACK, 6540 W CALEY PL, 738-1560, EMPLOYEE AT CHS

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW     STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE     Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW JULIE LEBSACK

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN     Date: 07/08/1999     Time: 1:31 PM
Disposition: JULIE LEBSACK WAS AN AIDE AT CHS. WAS NOT AT SCHOOL DURING INCIDENT. DID NOT HEAR OR SEE ANYTHING REGARDING THE SHOOTING. NO REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: KE     Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 07/08/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ________________________________ Control Number: 4649

Priority: □ Immediate Classification: □ Secret
          □ Priority               □ Confidential
          □ Routine                □ Sensitive
          □ Unclassified

Method of Contact
□ In Person   □ Telephone
□ Observation □ Written

Source: K. Esten
Affiliation: JSO

Phone Number: 205-0987 Information Received Date: 06/16/99 Time:

Prepared by: Esten (Last Name) (First Name)
           (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: Employee @ CNS

Event Date: 06/16/99 Event Time: References:

Categories: INT STA

Event Reviewed by: Esten Lead Required? □

Lead: Determine observations
      Julie Leesack
      6540 W. Chicago Pl
      738-1560

Assigned To: Esten Date: 07/06/99 Time:

Disposition: Law at A J甜 at CNS. Law not at School
             Suicide incident. Did not hear or see anything about
             to shooting. No report.

Lead Reviewed by: [Signature] Lead Completed? □ Date: 07/08/99

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024688
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ESTER, KEN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 205-0921
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN

Event Narrative: LINDA LITTLE, 7796 CRESTONE PEAK, 973-8371, EMP AT CHS

Event Date: Event Time References
Categories: INTERVIEW STAFF - CHS

Event Reviewed by: KE Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW LINDA LITTLE

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN Date: 07/07/1999 Time: 3:36 PM
Disposition: LINDA LITTLE TEACHES AT DEER CREEK MIDDLE SCHOOL AND WAS NOT AT CHS DURING INCIDENT. SHE COULD NOT PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION. NO REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: KE Lead Completed? Date: 07/07/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM UNCLASSIFIED Page 1
**INFORMATION CONTROL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case ID:</th>
<th>Control Number: 46250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification:</td>
<td>Secret, Confidential, Sensitive, Unclassified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source:</td>
<td>K. Esten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation:</td>
<td>JCSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number:</td>
<td>205-0721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Received Date:</td>
<td>Time:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepared by:</td>
<td>Esten (Last Name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Component/Agency)</td>
<td>JSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Narrative:</td>
<td>Employee @ CHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Date:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Time:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories:</td>
<td>1st, 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Reviewed by:</td>
<td>Esten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead:</td>
<td>Determine Observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Control Number:</td>
<td>LCM 7796 Crestone Peak 773-8371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned To:</td>
<td>Esten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date:</td>
<td>07/06/99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposition:</td>
<td>Linea Teacher at Deer Creek Middle School was not at CHS during incident. She could not provide any information. No Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Reviewed by:</td>
<td>[Signature]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Completed?</td>
<td>[ ]-Date: 07/06/99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY    Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ESTER, KEN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 205-0921
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN

Information Received Date: 06/16/1999    Time: 9:00 AM
I&I/JEOCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: WENDI LAURENCE, 6320 W 61ST AVE., 423-3509, EMP AT CHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>STAFF - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE    Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4651

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. WENDI LAURENCE.

Assigned To: LUCIANO, STEVE    Date: 08/13/1999    Time: 2:14 PM

Disposition:

ON 8-13-99 I SPOKE TO JAN FIEDLER WHO IS THE COLUMBINE H.S. MAIN OFFICE SECRETARY. JAN FIEDLER STATED THAT WENDI LAURENCE WAS NOT PRESENT AT THE SCHOOL ON 4-20-99. LEAD CLOSED.

Lead Reviewed by: SL   Lead Completed?    Date: 08/13/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM

UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________________________ Control Number: ________________

Priority: □ Immediate  Classification: □ Secret
□ Priority  □ Confidential
□ Routine  □ Sensitive

Source: ____________________________________

Affiliation: ___________________________

Phone Number: 205-072-1  Information Received Date: 04/11/89  Time: ___________

Prepared by: ESTER  (Last Name)  JCSU  (First Name)  (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: Estr: C H S

Event Date: ____________________  Event Time: ____________  References: ____________

Categories: INT STA

Event Reviewed by: ESTER  Lead Required? □

Lead: __________________________________________

Lead Control Number: __________

Assigned To: LUCZAND  Date: ____________  Time: ____________

Disposition: ON 08/13/99 I SPOKE TO JAN FEIDLER WHO IS THE COLUMBUS ASSISTANT OFFICE SECRETARY. JAN FEIDLER STATED THAT WEIZE LAWRENCE WAS NOT PRESENT AT THE SCHOOL ON 04/17/99

Lead Closed  no further action required

Lead Reviewed by: 08/13/99  Lead Completed? □

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start  Pink - Lead

JC-001-024692
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ESTER, KEN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 205-0921
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN

Information Received Date: 06/16/1999
Time: 9:00 AM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: LESLIE LAYMAN, 9071 W LAKE DR., 932-0715, EMP AT CHS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>STAFF - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE
Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4652
Lead:
INTERVIEW LESLIE LAYMAN

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN
Date: 07/15/1999
Time: 10:41 AM

Disposition:
LESLIE LAYMAN WAS ENROUTE TO CAFETERIA/COMMONS AREA & RETURNED TO TUTORING OFFICE WITH STUDENT. SHE HEARD FIRE ALARM SOUND, EXITED ROOM, & HEARD COMMOTION. SHE EXITED MATH DEPT. FIRE DOOR & WENT TO LEAWOOD PARK. SHE HEARD 3 "BOOMS", SHE WENT TO NEAR BY HOUSE TO CALL HUSBAND. SHE ALSO WENT LEAWOOD ELEMENTARY.

Lead Reviewed by: KE
Lead Completed? ☑ Date: 07/15/1999

JC-001-024693

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ___________________________ Control Number: 41652

Priority: □ Immediate  Classification: □ Secret
□ Priority              □ Confidential
□ Routine                □ Sensitive
□ Unclassified           □ Unclassified

Method of Contact
□ In Person      □ Telephone
□ Observation    □ Written

Source: K. Estee
Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 205-0721  Information Received Date: 06/16/99  Time: ___________

Prepared by: Estee  JCSO  (Last Name)  (First Name)  (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: Employee @ CHS

Event Date: ___________  Event Time: ___________  References: ___________

Categories:  JC-001-024694

Event Reviewed by: Estee  Lead Required? □

Lead: Determine observations  Lead Control Number: ___________

LESLIE LARMAN (03/14/67)
9071 L. LAKE DR
932-0735  Littleton, Co

Assigned To: Estee  Date: 07/04/99  Time: ___________

Disposition: Leslie was en route to California/Comm. Area & Retired to office w/ student. She heard Fire Alarm sound & ran to Herma Commiss. She exited main door & went to Commiss. Area. She then
3 "rooms." She went to nearby house to call police. She also left

Lead Reviewed by: ___________  Lead Completed? □  Date: 07/14/99

White - Original  Yellow - Rapid Start

Pink - Lead

To Commiss. Area
UNCLASSIFIED

INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: DN4653

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ESTER, KEN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 205-0921
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN

Information Received Date: 06/15/1999  Time: 9:00 AM
I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: EMPLOYEE AT CHS RAMONA MADDEN, 11-3-53

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>STAFF - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead Control Number: DN4653

Lead: DETERMINE OBSERVATIONS. RAMONA MADDEN, 6679 W POLK PL, 798-4255

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN  Date: 07/06/1999  Time: 1:32 PM

Disposition: RAMONA MADDEN WAS IN FINANCIAL OFFICE. A CALL CAME IN FROM A CLASSROOM TO CALL 9-1-1. SHE WENT OUT IN HALL AND SAW STUDENTS RUNNING. SHE HEARD GUNSHOTS. SHE WENT BACK TO OFFICE WHERE AIDE LOCKED UP MONEY. SHE EXITED VIA NORTH DOORS. SHE WENT TO CLEMENT PARK, THEN TO LEAWOOD ELEMENTARY.

Lead Reviewed by: KDE  Lead Completed?  Date: 07/12/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ________________________________ Control Number: 7453

Priority: □ Immediate □ Priority □ Routine
Classifications: □ Secret □ Confidential □ Sensitive □ Unclassified

Method of Contact
□ In Person □ Telephone □ Observation □ Written

Source: K. Esten

Affiliation: JCSO

Phone Number: 205-0921 Information Received Date: 06/16/97 Time: ___________

Prepared by: Esten (Last Name) JCSO (First Name) (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: Employee @ CHS

Event Date: __________ Event Time: __________ References: __________

Categories: INT STP __________

Event Reviewed by: Esten Lead Required? □

Lead: Determine Observations

Lead Control Number: __________

Ramona McAden(1/3/53)

6629 W. Polk Pk
798-4255

Assigned To: Esten Date: 07/06/97 Time: __________

Disposition: Ramona was in financial office. A call came in from a Echion to call 911. Shout to 911. Echion asked to come to room. She heard a noise. Echion left. Police called. Miss sent to Clement Pond, then to combus. Miss

Lead Reviewed by: Esten Lead Completed? □ Date: 07/06/97

White - Original Yellow - Rapid Start Pink - Lead

JC-001-024696
**UNCLASSIFIED**

**INFORMATION CONTROL**

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419  
Priority: PRIORITY  
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED  
Source: ESTER, KEN  
Affiliation: JCSO  
Phone Number: (303) 205-0921  
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN  
Information Received Date: 06/16/1999  
Time: 9:00 AM  
I&I/JEFCO SO  
(Composer/Agency)

**Event Narrative:** SUSAN MADORY, 7084 FOX PAW TRAIL, 979-6229, EMP AT CHS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
<td>STAFF - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE  
Lead Required? YES

**Lead:** INTERVIEW SUSAN MADORY

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN  
Date: 07/07/1999  
Time: 3:40 PM

**Disposition:** SUSAN MADORY HAD LEFT SCHOOL FOR DOCTOR'S APPOINTMENT AT ABOUT 1115 HOURS. WAS NOT AT SCHOOL DURING INCIDENT. DID NOT SEE OR HEAR ANYTHING UNUSUAL. NO REPORT.

Lead Reviewed by: KE  
Lead Completed?  
Date: 07/07/1999

**JC-001-024697**

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  
UNCLASSIFIED  
Page 1
INFORMATION CONTROL

Case ID: ____________________________    Control Number: 46574

Priority: □ Immediate        Classification: □ Secret
□ Priority          □ Confidential
□ Routine          □ Sensitive

Source: K ________________

Affiliation: JCSO ____________________________

Phone Number: 205-492-1    Information Received Date: 01/11/99

Prepared by: Lissy ________________ (Last Name)
(First Name) JCSO    (Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: Employer & CMS

Event Date: ____________    Event Time: ____________    References: ____________

Categories: ____________

Event Reviewed by: Extan    Lead Required? □

Lead: Determine next lead

Lead Control Number: ____________

Assigned To: Extan    Date: ____________    Time: ____________

Disposition: ____________

Lead Reviewed by: ____________    Lead Completed? □

White - Original    Yellow - Rapid Start    Pink - Lead

JC-001-024698
UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION CONTROL

Control Number: DN4655

Case ID: 174A-DN-57419
Priority: PRIORITY  Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Source: ESTER, KEN
Affiliation: JCSO
Phone Number: (303) 205-0921  Information Received Date: 06/16/1999  Time: 9:00 AM
Prepared by: ESTER, KEN

I&I/JEFCO SO
(Component/Agency)

Event Narrative: REBECCA MANDEL, 9828 CARMEN CT., 799-8436, EMP AT CHS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Event Time</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STAFF - CHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Reviewed by: KE  Lead Required? YES

Lead: INTERVIEW REBECCA MANDEL

Lead Control Number: DN4655

Assigned To: ESTER, KEN  Date: 07/08/1999  Time: 3:50 PM

Disposition: DUP LEAD, SEE #4383

Lead Reviewed by: KE  Lead Completed? ✓ Date: 07/08/1999

Printed on 4/9/2002 at 10:20 AM  UNCLASSIFIED  Page 1